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1• Introduction
The languages of the Gold Coast are commonly divided 
into 2 groups:
(1) Languages of the northern Territories:
Dagbanef Mamprule, Talense etc.
These languages are not considered further in this 
paper.
(12) Languages of Ashanti and the Colony:
(1) Twi 'with the following major dialects and 
sub dialects.
(a) Twi (Akuapem)
(b) Fante
(c) Ashanti-Akim:
Ashanti
Akim
Brong
Kwahu etc •
(2) nztoa with the following major dialects
(a) Nztfma
(b) Evaloue
(c) Ahanta
2,,
(3) ga with the following dialect8
(a) Teahi
(b) Christianaborg
(4) Adangme with the following major dialects
(a) Krobo
(b) Shal
(c) Ada
(5) Ewe (Anglo dialect: Keta)
(6) Guang with the following major dialects and 
sub-dialects
(a) Kyerepong
(l) Aplrede 
(il) Abonse
(b) llate
(c) Afutu
The interrelation of these six languages is the topic 
of this paper*
Plan of ,the„WQ|^:
For convenience in presenting the data, certain 
conclusions are anticipated early in the work. The 
Languages are divided first into three groups, viz: 
Group A + B, Twi-NzemajfyfrGuangCB)
Group C 4- D, Ga-Adangme 
Group E, Ewe
and the structural affinities of each group are then 
described under the three headings of 
phonology
morphology and syntax 
lexicon*
These affinities are held to be in each case
% i *
evidence of a common source*
The ends with a discussion of the inter*
relation of the three established groups: earlier
theories are presented, criticized, and an alternative 
hypothesis of acculturation is put forward to explain 
certain affinities between the groups*
Data:
Material published^* on Nzdma, Guang and Adangme 
is scanty and in some cases unreliable; there is a 
considerable body of work on Ga, but it is also of very 
uneven quality; there are good grammars and dictionaries 
of Twi and Ewe* But all the information needed for this
paper was obtained from personal observations made in 
London and the field during the past six years; for 
reasons of space, no attempt is made to Indicate where 
the facts presented in this paper disagree with state­
ments made in other descriptions of the better-known 
languages, such as Ga, Twi and Ewe*
Transcription:
All texts, even from those languages for which there 
1« See bibliography._____
an official orthography (i.e. Twi, Ga, Bwe) are transcribed
In the Ifrlea alphabet with the following additional
oonTontlonet
In the 9 rowel languages only (i.e. Twi, Guang, Hsima) t
(I) | and ^ to represent the oloser of 2 olose Towels,
(the opener pair to be represented by 1 and u).
(II) In Ksima and Swe ^  only the digraph dh to represent 
a Toloed dental plosive, (d to represent a voiced 
alveolar plosive).
(ill) In Hsima only, nl to represent a voioed naso~lateral*
(iv) The lablepalatalss for the special oenventlons
regarding these sounds see page 17 •
(3) Tonest
a to represent a single syllable of low tone or the 
first of a suooession of syllables of low tone 
immediately following a syllable of other than low 
low tonei (all other low tone syllables to be left 
unmarked)•
a to represent a single syllable of high tone or the 
first of a suooession of syllables of hl£h tone,
(the following high tone syllables to be left unmarked) 
a In Adanfie and Xwe only, to represent a single syllabli 
of mid tone er the first of a suooession of syllables
(|) In Swe orthography d represents the dental, d «f the
(£) O  &qV<z of h»iaJ w o f  all six fr is difficult* an a ofye
rrwskzadikj fo itudUcate fonts j f  words quoted 0% isclaHcn : lone, W'txcMxt, ('$ okUj
wtanifct rcfCtfaJtion 1*5 ggfmd/hc fo artju*^^ ©f ttyCfii.
of aid ton. (the following aid ton# syllables to bo
loft wnaarked). 
a In Twi, Halaa and Ouang only, to represent a single
syllable of aid tone or the flret of a auoeesalon of 
syllables of aid tons (the following aid tons syllables 
to be left unaarked). 
a to represent a syllable of rising tens
a to represent a syllable of falling tens (high - lew).
a to represent a syllable of falling tone (high - aid).
language naaosi for siaplioity of reference languages 
mu dialects are listed by their official (i.e. English) 
naaes, although these naaee are frequently not used or 
recognised by kkn native speakers of the languages t 
for exaaple ,"Ouang" is used throughout this paper instead 
of the aore accurate but lose widely known skirl , ete.j 
the dialect of Adangue is called by its da naae "Shai", 
the ie»ts dialect of skirl by the Snglish corruption of Its 
Twi naae "date" and Adangae and the Keta dialect of 
tor exaaple are spelt in roaanlaed fora and not dcujae • 
a y  Is etc.
Preliminary
Hotel
Groups
A t B i
syllable
Structures
Notess
IT On the
21 PMO»OLQGY
The influence of Twi on ail six languagee hai 
been considerable* no much eo In tae c ee ( 
Ga and Guang that any statement of the phono* 
iogloal structure of these languages ought t< 
take account of their mixed nature. In the 
following pages the total Italcon of each 
language is first divided intos-
r
(1) native words and completely assimilated 
(i.e. unrecognisable) loans*
(2) partially assimilated (i.e. recognisable 
lonns, usually from Twi.
and a different system of phonology is then 
postulated for each division of the lexloon*
Common to all three languages are syllables 
of the following typess-
1) V
2) -M-
3) CV
SylloJbrc nasal 
(where V • vowels M - .nasal semwrnt *
C - consonant.)
(3) is the -major syllable types (1) and (2) 
are to be found in what are phonologloally 
•sub-eysterns- .
Identification of loan mt\ mA m a*.
'sub-systems cf affl*ial snd *c psrtielsw
maA. interjections only.
[lean words 4v£>»^ "Tv^
i Peculiar to Twi (Akuspwm only) mnft Qusny^only, are 
syllables of the pattern; (4) CVW** (where £ ia beat 
treated aa a syllable prosody with closing and 
lengthening function.)
a
t A similar evaluation of the end nasals * is suggested
for syllables found onl y in Twi and Ouang of the pattern: 
(8) C V s' (where m - eloain* nasality)
Syllable
^roaodiea: Onplaeed feet’ires of the syllable in these
languages are:-
(l) Cuantity: length/ehortnssa0,
(3) Tone; highAld/low/ ate., pitch.
(3} Aeeent: plottalixetlon
(A) Labialisation4,
(») Palatalisation0,
(prosody of junction 
elthin the syllable.)
1* Described under "System of Vowels", page ££
3. m end n: see pages <3 and a7
3* In 'Lautbilder', length nay be eooordel to either
nert of the syllebU, e.g. Twi: Kum(::) or Ku( : ha.
fQuietly9• see wlwa pegs is
4* $#W peg# 05, oe
6e Bee pwgw OB
Tones in group a  there are 3 tones giving 6 essential 
intervalst-
are inoperative).
In Ouang only, a 4th tone (high falling) gives a further 
2 essential intervalss hlgh-fall
low-fall
(all ether potential intervals with fall hslng inoperative) 
Aooents peculiar to the languages of both groups is (•),
a stress aooent of the 'stjfd* type. Twi (Asante), 
for exaaple, opposes weak (phonolegioally, sere) 
stress as in ta.'buy' to strong stress oonblned with 
glottal step or at least glottal str&eture, as in 
-taV, 'die in battle'.
System of Consonantsi The types of consonant sound that
Sfluil
High-High
Xid-alA
P. nogual 
High-mid 
Hitfi-lew 
Low-high,Low-lev
(the dlstinetions low-nld/low-hlg^an^~hifjLnidAi^-low/*viicM 
nay be heard in the individual languages 
of these 2 groups nay be represented in 
general phenetio terms as in Tables 1-3.
9.
li  2 S I
(a) Conaonanta»
bilabial labia-
dental
dental alveolar alveolo-palata1 ▼alar
plosive P» b < * t f d k, lew, 
ft
affrieata ta, da t/i t;«i da, 
daw.
nasal m n ny WW
rolled r
fricative ft fa •» ay, 
aw.
/. /* h
e.-nl-vowel V y w
(b) Yowola:
£caai gaging m s k
close f»J *1 y T y
half oloaa i* I we 9, a
half open a e
open a. *, aa a of g
Boteai
ay- • pslatallied a
aw- a lablallsed a
eta*
l U U B t t
(a) Conaonantat-
I
1 'bilabial labio- dental 
dental
alveolar alveolo-
palatal
velar labio-
velar
OOive b dh tf d kt kw kp, gb
• • ■# fit gv
frleata tf ,tlw
d«»dsv
• al m nh n ny
teral l9 nl
Lied r
leativs tf fw >i »y» bt y
▼t TW ewo • -v ‘
itiyiiv M w
ai-vowel W y w
vc'
, '* * • * • i. • - H.
.... •-f.- . .. . . . •
1
(*) Vowels«- - V ■*/'; -w>: •
* i m t
•
Central Baok
oloee |9 | ¥
half-oloee i, I A. u
half-open e
m
ft9 A 0
open &i ( a, 1 Of 5
IL— g U H
(») Con»ona»tft»-
bilabial Iftbio- dcntftl 
diBtal
aWftolar alveole*
palatal
Tftlar lablo-
Tftlur
plOSiVS P# PW 
bf bv
t. 4 k, kw 
It 1*
affricate t», da
da, dav
nasal m$ mw a ay ija
lateral I. lw . '■ *W
rolled T
fricative
1 •; '
ff ft •# syt
IV.
S* S'" k
eeal~vovel w 7 w
(*) Vonlti*
££?at &S2&I& Baok
OlOftft
ttalf-cioftft 
btilf-open
b  7
it t 
•
¥• ¥ 
8i u
•
«9«a «. «t A, 1 5, 8
ta.
Common featuresi pltiittit
(1 ) a roiood and voieolsss labial stop *7p, *b ^ 1
(2) a roioad and voieolsss apical stop t,“ 4
(3) a voioed and Toioclcas dorsal stop k,K g
Notess * p in Nsoaa and Ouang is phonetically a
▼oioeloss lablo-velar plosive At/i 
* h is phonetically
Both languages have also a voiced lablo-velar 
plosive /ah/. This in Nsoaa oeeurs only as 
the 'mutated' form of * p (Kp) and in
Ouang is rare and only in loans from Oa or Swot 
eg. gb%{» 'dog' (Oa.id)t agborj. cassava* (Swo,
agholi) 1/2/in Nsoaa is Tory rare and only in the
«
most reeont loans from Twi j in Ouang it is oommon 
hut again only in obvious and the mors roeont loan 
from Twi* Oa and Xwsi eg Ouang* spaa(n). hired 
labour (Twi* pad) 
but
Ouang, $&(▼)* skim (Twi
* t is /t/(alveolar) in Asante* /th/ (dental)
/th/ah4 % (o\
in Akuapen, /ta/ (affricate) in Pante
/dh/ (dental) oceura only in Hsema and in that
language only at the •nutated1 fern of Kt(th)(1)
-Bote (1) See note helow on Consonant nutation in Msena p. 2/7.
(2) See note helow on palatalisation in Twi*
19.
Nasals*
Notes:
(1) a labial, * .
(2) an apical, * a
(3) a dorsal, * X)
All languages of both groups hare in addition a
palatal nasal /nr/ and a labio-palatal-nasal /^ft/(nyw), 
In A only those are to bo evaluated phonologioally 
as y- and yo- modified velars^1)*
In Hsema and Ouang the labievelar nasal Am/ is either 
to be evaluated phonologioally as (both languages)(: 
or in Hsema only, as the mutated form of *p (/kg/).
Similarly, /nh/ (dental nasal) and /nl/ (naso-lateral)
tptf and s*s
in Hsema occur only as^the mutated form# of *t(/th/) 
(/4/) respeatively ^ ,
find nasalst in paragraph (1), page , d was used to lndioate a
feature of certain syllables oalled roughly, closing n« 
.-sality. Phonetically, this may bet
In A and B
»oto> (I) See not# bslov on palatalisation in Twi, pagslb.
(2) Sea note on syllable structure, page 6 and note on honorganle 
nasal prefixes below, page27.
(3) See note below on consonant mutation in Nseaa, page 2,7 ,
In A and (1) At i.e. in final position, a bilabial nasal
stop (without oral raloaaa)t in included 
position, a bilabial nasal plosive with 
vocalic off glide.
In Twi and in Ouang
words loaned from (2) n | i.e. in Afcuapem, M  * velar nasalt 
T wi only
in Pants, /n/, an alveolar nasals 
in ASante and Ouang (in final position) 
/%/• /£/» a Close nasal vowel* in 
included position, /n/, an apical nasal 
plosive with vocalic off glides e.g.
(a) * tarn (v) Twi embrace
Akuapem 
3 p.s presents dttpa
(1) 3 ps preterites o-ti-ml
(b) * daft, (n) room
Asante
O t&B
3-tA-mh-yc
the house 
the house which 
(3)
AJcuapcm Asante Pante
o dig nu edit nu sdin nu
o dig % edini 1 cdin It
Twi Guang
adswig * adwTC craft (n)
dig S dal turn (v)
(l) ..».■« The Hina r.fl.z of final * n la syllable (n -and v ) ••• page
(1) Syllabi, division indicated by tb. hyphen.
is.
Semi-rowelss (1) front unrounded, * y
Notess
(2) baok rounded, * w
In the languages of hoth groups, /wy/, ^  
s front rounded senl«»YOwel is heard as a 
variant ef *w before front Towels
ta only the 'mutated*
■era-■of— 5br
laterals and
trills, t Guang only has an apieal lateral, *1.
Notes t /r/ is not heard in Nsema.
t /L/ is not heard in Twi.
t 1 occurs in Nsema only as the 'nutated9 fora
of d.f1)
t the ooeurrenee of r in Twi and Guang is limited
to 2nd position only (i.e. Cg in radicals of the
type, C, V, c2 V2 ) ^  *• accordingly
CYaluated phonologioally as 
weakened
1
2
1
2)
5 IPA
See note below on palatalisation in Twi, page 26 . 
see note below on constnant nutation in Nsema, pageo7 « 
see note below on radical structure, page^ fc.
Double 
Maeales
Dong 
Nasalsi
are found in languages of both groups. They 
are in every ease the phonetic realisation of 
m and voioed stop.1*
are found in 'lautbilder'. Diha other over- 
long finals they nay be considered the result - 
of contraction. In most oases there are 
variants vlth reduplicated stems, e.g.
Twit tym(is) and t^ntyms black)
Prioativess an alternance of three voiceless fricatives 
*f/s/h.
Notesi the frontal frleatives I, fv,2* in the
languages of Group A are to be evaluated as 
y- and yw- modified h.5*
t /I/ is also heard nowadays in Guang (Aplrede) 
as a variant of h before front vowels (Twi 
Influence T) and /Iw/ is heard in the morg 
recent loans from Twi.
i the voiced fricatives /v/, /s/, /y/ ooour 
only in Nsema and are then the 'mutated9 forms 
•f “f/./b.4*
1. See note below on prosodies of Junction, p
2. 9 /|PA,
3. See note below on palatalisation in Twi, page 2 6
4. See note below on consonant mutation in Nsema, page 2.7
1*.
Affricates* the frontal affricates (tj, tjw, da, daw) ^
of the languages of Group A are to he 
evaluated phonologioally aa y- and yw- 
modified velar ploeivee  ^^  .
B ut Guang haa the phonologioally Irreducible 
affricatee» Kte/ *d*s these are phonetleally 
•.g. /ta/(dental affricate) in the Abonse- 
Aaleieeo dlaleotai /t£/^alveolo-palatal 
affricate in the Apirede dialect and /da/ (voiced 
alveole-palatal affricate) in all dialeots.
t In Apirede the labie-palatal affricates tjw, daw 
are found not only in loans froa Twi hut aa 
the lahiallsed variants of tJ, da before back 
rounded vowels, eg. 
all dialeota; a d a w - fcraft1 Twi, adawjq
Aplrede, atlwfl , 1 water1 z Ahense at ad
note alsos
Apirede; edawd yaw = other dialects, odsd
4fetssi (1) - I PA to, or Cp, dft? the pronunciation varies considerably
between dialects and speakers.
(2) See note below on palatalisation in Twipofc.
(1) See note below on labialisation, page at #
(3) System of vowels:
Common featifces:
the types of vowel sound that may 
be heard in the individual 
languages of these two groups may 
be represented in general phonetic 
terms as in Tables 1-3*
a basic system five vowel units: 
front mid back
close * i * u
mid * e * o
open * a
Notes: Abstracted as a prosody at syllable level
ie 'q/h'1*. Phonetically this is co-
t
constriction of the pharynx (giving fcreak*) 
and it8 obverse* widened pharynx (giving 
•dull* or #breathy* voice)* Correlate 
with these differences in quality of voice 
are differences in quality of vowel* the 
pharyngalized series in general tends to be 
opener and retracted somewhat towards a 
central tongue position* viz:
Some such treatment is necessary not only for 
comparative purposes but to enable a clearer 
statement of a feature common to the two groups 
and usually called vowel harmony. cf. the note 
on vowel sequences below* page 2x
Id.
*_ahlo 4
1
Phonological
Unit
i *
Phonetic realisation
. > f4 • ‘ ' fV*' '• ' . • '
with
prosidie
symbols
»
ABanto AJcuapsm Pants Nsema Ouang
“i
1
4 4 4 \ \ -  hi
i i i 1 i - qi
2 *• • • e e e -he
| s £ a c -qe
» «• c &e e as -ha
a a a a a •qa.
4 «. 0 0 0 e 0 -ho
• .... 9 0 9 0 • 9 -qo
5 «u * V - H ~hu
u u u • a -qu
Successions of rowels* those are*
(1) succeseione of like rowels
(2) suooessions of unlike rowels.
Successions of type (1) nay he phonetically
in all three languages9 long rowels and are 
usually desorihed as such. But an alternatire 
analysis for phonologiwal purposes is suggested 
and length of rowel is here analysed in 
Twi9 Guang, Hsema as a prosody of junotion* 
of eg. from Twi only*- 
(a) pairs like ktd* fctai 9twin hrother/twin sister* 
htai <  It taw A ^  hy contraction, eg bferis bforlwi etc
(h) the orerlong finals of lautbilder etc. nay he
considered ae contractions. In nest cases there 
are rariants with reduplicated stens* eg. 
b&saa or basabaeat muddled
Fitaa or Fitafita# white etc.
(o) rerbs like tbd9 9often9 9 which hare a paradgn 
tonally and in other respeots comparable with the 
paradjpp of eg. the rerbs ssi, 9spoilt9, 
kal9 9remember9 • Similar examples justifying the 
analysis suggested are to hand in Guang and Hsema.
(1) wa z feminine suffix (obse).
in Asante only
(d) words liks dswtd, ’haughtiness’ and obhd, 1 woman1
have variants in othsr dialects with suooessions of 
unlike rowels, eg dkuapem dswal9 obia.
(e) long rowels due to elision of r.
tbadnti, young man (cf.Akp. kbirtnti) 
bbedmd, ’rir’, (of Akp. bbarimi)
Successions of unlike rowelst
These are phonetieally in Twi and Ouang suooessions of 
2 separate rowels. They are realised in utterance as 
2 syllables haring 2 separate pulses are tonally
oomparable in paradigm with rerbs of unambiguous 
syllable division (of. gwai, ’peel1 warf, ’marry•) 
and in deliberate speeeh are pronouneed with a ’linking1 
semi-rowel, y or wf appropriate to the junotion. 
t Almost identloal suooessions of rowels in Hsema are 
diphthongs, i«e, hare menosyllabio value and are 
accordingly to be transcribed witheut prosodlo link.
they are always ^ drummed^’flsai and -feint’ os -follows:—
bar
i,e. 'flom and -Pelnf’
St
Suooessions of rowels possible within the radical 
in Twi, Nsema, Guang are r-
H I
i-e
Hgwna
**
is
Ooang
i-e
11 i-e
*-ae |i i~m * i-a
i-a u i-a
y-ae V* y-ae
n u-a
u-a oa u-a
y-o yo y-o
* u-o
u-o 08 u-o
: the following rowel sueeesaions are found in Guang 
and Twi only:
* e-i, 11 a-i, * y-e
p
i the corresponding Nsema forms hare medial *k9 e.g.:
Twi: bye (r) ’open9 Nsema: byke
kal (r) 9remember1 kakyi
sue (r) ’put down aukws
load1
23,
: between individual speakers and dialects the phonetic 
forma of *u ♦ a9 *u * e» eto.9 differ considerably 
in Twit e»g* s
brother/alster: nwla ntta nue
open (▼): bale bjjie bye
note that *mia moat probably ^  ni * ba I mother1 a child, 
of* alao Akuapem educe (Pants adaiban), food ^ dl» eat*
Diphthongs: true diphthongs are heard in Twl (except
the Aaante dialect)9 and in Gueng: these
are all analysable phonogleally into vowel * 
prosodic wt i*e* in end position they are 
in every ease pronounced aa an outglldlng 
or ascending oral diphthong which starts at 
one of nine vowel positions and moves towards 
• fairly close y* in Included position 
this diphthong is resolved into a dyadic 
vowel sequence having j| in Junction* the 
X clearly initial to the seooad syllable: 
e*g* of* A*uapem da&w9 fhe dances99 and 
nai - wl9 9he danced9*
In the Aaante dialect these forms with w are 
very *are9 the regular correspondence being# 
Aaante » Akuepem# etc* (Vj_p) ♦ w*
Sequenoe of
Vowels: in paragraph 3 , page /v » h/o was
established to cover a type of vowel harmony 
cheraeteriatic of all three languages:
24:
by which the rowels of s radical and its 
extensions are class members of one only 
of two possible sets*
2 additional notes on the seeuenoe of 
rowels are to be found under rsdlesl 
structure* page S9 , and reduplication, 
page 'I/*-.
Nasalisation! there are seven nasal vowels, visi
^ont Central Back
* I close b  1 b
* 3 mid • 8
« 1 open f
Notess It is inportent to distinguish
O V I K
Syllable 
Prosodiest
degrees of rear-Illy-, all Tooele after 
nasal consonants ere to seme sztsnt 
nasalised, bat of* the 'independent' 
nasality of mml. don't giro It* with tbs 
'dependent' nasality of «ma. children, 
which Is to be analysed as 2J» * be, I.e. 
a phonologieslly oral rosel.
labialisation: In addition to the simple
consonants (I.e. haring one articulation 
only), already enumerated, 'modified' 
consonants are found In both A and B* 
these are considered as haring s complex 
articulation* i.e. a primary articulation 
slth a secondary feature or secondary 
features* Examples are.- 
from Groups A t | flj labia Used consonants 
from Group A only (2) pelatslleed and labio
palatalised consonants 
f-w..* -tit —  r^im  )
Labialised consonants in all three languages are followed 
only by front rowels, labialisation (w) is therefore 
abstraoted as a prosody of the syllable;
t palatdlised consonants in Twi and Ssema are followed only 
by front Towels and palatalisation (y) is therefore abstracted 
as a prosody of junotion within the syllable (?•▼•) 
Phonetically, y a£d w is labio~palatalisation, which is so 
analfsedt tjw9 fw, ij(^  are therefore mixed and heard in A 
before front and (less frequently) back rowel si e.g. in Twi, 
Asante wya, vaakef s jtfcuapem yc
qwyunu, •weare* s qwyini
Prosodies of junctions these are of 2 typest-
(1 ) prosodies of junction within the syllable
(2 ) prosodies of syllable junotlon
Under (1) the frontal consonants of Twi and Hsema 
are analysed as phonological relarai- 
tj is as analysed as ky
tju kyw
ds gy
dsu gyw
X
J w hyw
ny qy
qt (nyw) nyw
Pant, onlyt ta( ds ty, 4y.
2?.
Under (2), the syllable nasals of A and B are analysed as 
a, and oertain geainate nasals are analysed as a and ei
A and B ■» L. a and b
nn L. n and d
Tvi and Ouang
only qq L. q and g
Hssaa onlyi qq Z- q and v,
The latter are exaaples of a prooess peculiar to Vseaa 
and ooaaonly called 'consonant autatlon'.
Table 6  ssts out bslov tbs phonetic realisation of the 
9 so-called 'mutable* consonants in the 2 relevant types of 
junotiont ooluans 3 and 4.
Morphologically these Junotlons are
(1) Singular / plural prefix and noainal stea
(2) pronominal prefix and noainal stea
(3) tense prefix and verbal base, 
t in eaoh ease the prefix is
(1) M, a homorganio nasal (column 3) or
(2 ) W9 one of firs 9 0 8 0 1 1 )1 0 yowoIs and soro Column 1 gives 
the phonological units postulated in this analysis and 
oolumn 2 gives the phonetle realisation of these units 
chon funotloning as first oonsonant in an unafflxed radieal
To Sacep«3« 28.
'TABLE 6 .
In theae examplea, four prooeaaea art abstracted aa 
oooaaloning the four proaodloa of junotiont
(1) geninatlon, already Mentioned, and under the 
general heading of *lenitlon'
(II) lateraliaatlon
(III) apirantisation
(IV) Tolelng.
1 2 3 .  4
m 4-
Zero 4 
V 4
ft p kp- gMgb- akp-
« t> *- ■2A-
1 *a w
K t th- nbdh- adh-
sc d d- nn-
;
al-
k k K- Icy- 
kyw-
qg-y(n
yw(n
g) - ah- ahy- 
g)- ahyw-
k n n- nn- anl-
^ f f- ■ V av-
m 8 8- as* aa-
■ w w  qq- a w
OAcSfi%
-2, JlTPTTlTt M j|y (ouiitll-r)
Groups C and P
Syllabic structural Common to both languages are syllables
of 2 types:
(1 ) with one plaee onlyt V
(2) with 2 places, i.e. an initial and a 
finals CV
t Unplaced features of the syllable ares
(1 ) yotlsation (y) (1 )
(2 ) labialisation^ U)
(3) lateralization (j) (1 )
(4) quantity* length/shortness (2 )
(5) pitchs high, mid, low etc# tone
i plaoed features of the syllable ares
restricted to 2nd place only (1) /”/ nasality (4)
(II) /%/ length of rowel (5)
l) see note on semi*rowels pages35* find 4i
2 see note on lautbllder below, page •
3 see below
4) •placed1 because syllables of type (1) are not found with 
nasal rowels. Similarly, y|, w£, If, (V) y/w/1, are all 
equally impossible in either language but - fit, sgo, hlg 
(CV) y/w/1, for example can and do occur, in Adangme.
(5) as distinct from length of syllable, see note on
rowels, page *7 •
Notest syllabic nasals and syllables with end nasals 
are in every case identified ass-
(1) loans from Twi
Gas Jjkatie, ground nut 
dadessij, cooking pot 
Adangme bem / Twi him, Innocence 
cf. older Adangme (ye) ijwd 
(flJ as a result of contraction, e.g.s
(a) in Adangme, b£m / bt ♦ mi1*, 9 sweepln 
cf. (in included position)
bSml o, ‘the sweeping9
«
(b) in Ga, ijdgbt / nCgbe, where.
(see my "Pronunciation of G t " ^  ?
s a third type of syllable is restricted to
a phonological sub-system of Hautbilder9 an!
by rhe formulae — 
may be represented f.opmularically -
CVsN, where N is closing nasality, i.e. in
Ga, a velar nasal, /xj/, in Adangme, a close
nasal vowel /!/ or /tl/, and (s) is length of
syllable, i.e. phonetically, length of vowel
or length of nasal. Examples ares-
Englishs 9bright9s Gas haraqij/haraaq
Adangmes hlaat
See note on page to
31.
Ton* i the pitch systen of Gaolosely resembles tho 
systems of Groups A and B described above I
there are three level tones and these give in turn 
eix Interval* » - a
iauai
high-high
mid-mid
lev-low
Unequal 
high-mid 
high-low 
low-high,
in addition a rising tone 9 which is heard in end position 
as a rise - fall,gives a further alternanoe of 
fIts intervals t-
(1 ) rise - high
(2) rise - aid
(3) rise - lev.
U> high- rise.
(6 ) lov - rise.
*8.
Jh addition, a rlalng tone ^  giveo a further altornanoe 
af-6-lntorvale-t— rlae - (1 ) high/1' (8)-atd/~f3t~l»»/ high/
Hotel ill* dlatinetiona aid-high, aid-low, leu-aid art
phonologically irrelevant in Ott hut in Adangac all 
potential intervale are realisedi and for the dieyllabio 
pleoe there ia a full tonal alternanee of 16 *teraa*, 
t there ia no atreaa aeeent in either language*
Strata of aonaonantas the type a of oonaonant aound that Bay ho 
heard ia Ga and Adangae aay he repreaented aa in Tahle7 . 
Common featuroai ploaiveai a breathed bilabial X p
(2 ),ita voiced oorrelate a b
(3) a breathed aploal a t
(4) ita voiced oorrelate a d
(5) a breathed velar a a k atop
(6 ) ita voiced oorrelate a g
(7) a breathed lablo velar a kp
(8 ) ita voieed oorrelate a gb 
Hoteai in aaay worda, a p ia phonetloally /p/ a voloeleaa
bilabial ploaive in the apeeoh of the older Gaaal but 
/£/» * voloeleaa bilabial frloatlve in the apeeoh of the 
preaent generation, though ia pronounoed ia-
(1 ) in end poaitien, thia la heard aa rlae-fall. ,
uaexeeptionally ia loan words, usually froa Twl>
■ t is phoaetieally /t/(alveolar) ia OX, /th/( dental) 
ia Adangae.
■ A is /d/ (alveolar) ia both languages.
Affricates* osaaoa ts both laaguagss arst
/ * (!)(1 ) a breathed frontal affricate ats
(2 ) its t o  iced oorrelate a ds 
Notea« peculiar to Oa are the lablopalatals /tjw/^1) aad
/daw/.* The foraer is fouad almost exclusively la 
loaa words from the Twi but the latter la a nuaber 
of words of soaaea OX-Adangme origin (see note sa 
labie-TelaHlsatlon page 4-2-). 
nasals* eoaaoa te beth languages are the following aasal 
soaseaaats*
(1 ) a bilabial K a
(2) an apical m a
(3) a frontal K ay
(4) a dorsal m 9
(6) a labioTolar m 9*
T hese are not phonetically identical with the affricates ef 
Groups A aad B| (see ay aprenttaelatioa ef OX* page (o ) ef, ej. YUc
fvgo aettncr Yypej |abializah'<mj affricates of Groups ancf B one
pronounced wibU ****»«• rounding, o f Groups C qaa D witt» l<f*
xvell- p i'itruYe d .
Fricative*t common to both language* aro tha following 
frloatlT* oonaonantot
1 ) a breathed lablo-dental
2 ) its toIced eorrelat* 
(rare except in lean/a
froa Bwo)
3) a breathed apical
d) Ita Toloed oorrelate 
(rare In Ot)
tor
«T
« 8
■Z
eh6 ) a glottal 
peouliar to Ot la 
1 ) a breathed palato>alTeelar 
fricative, unrounded, /J/ 
labial lsed A W
theae aounda oocur (1) In loan werda from Twi 
where it a Twi afcy, ahyw.
(ZZ) in werda ef Oa-Adangae origin, where
da J • 'Adangae 8  - 
-8a Jw * Adangae fy - 
aee page* •
Seai-Towelai theae are in C and 1) (1) a liquid «1
la 1) only (2) ita breathed
oorrelate nhl.
Notest k 1 in both Ga and Adangas is
(i) after apical said frontal consonants,
/r/f a trill or with some speakers, 
a rolced alveolar fricative.
(II) after labial consonants, a lateral flap.
? i . . . ■ , .
tl ^
(III) elsewhere, /I/ , a voiced alveolar 
lateral.
But modern Ga speech tends to use r and 1 
Indiscriminately In other than Initial position.
i m hi In Adangme Is analysed as h plus 1, I.e. 
as 1-modlfled h and not as a simple consonants 
see note on laterallsatlon below.
i for y and w , see notes on yotlsatlon said
*
labialisation below.
System of vowelss
34.
f » QA and ADAMGlfci
(a ) Con3onantai»
bilabial labio- alveolar prepalatal velar labio­
dental and palatal velar
— —
plosive
affricate
nasal
lateral
rolled
fricative
seai-vowel
p, b t, d as kp, gb
t* ▼
n
1, (hi) 
rt hr 
«• *
tSi ds
iii:l
ny
■■■ I.HMI —
(b) Vowelei- 
close
half-dose
half-open
open
I'ront
i. t
e
*. •
Sgpil.a-L Back
a, o
o
8, s
gotesi (1)
(2)
(3)
(hi) - breathed, et Adangae only
kw). (gv), - lablallied 
tjw), (dev), ooneonaate 
fw) Oa only.
(I) - Ga only.
3*
System of rowelst 
Common featurest
T he types of rowel sound that may be heard 
in Ga and Adangme may be represented in 
general phonetic terms as in Table 7 .
7 oral and 6 nasal rowels.
Front ( .. hid .... . Bade
Oral Nasal Oral Nasal Oral Nasal
Close 1 I u n
hid e 9 o 9
♦ ........ .
c
Open a 1
0
i the pronunciation of these rowels differs little 
between the 2 languages and has been described for Gi
in my ’Pronunciation of Ga* pages 2-6.
I Length of rowelt in oertain oases is analysed in both 
languages as
•
(1) a prosody of function. eg. GS baa (n) coming / ba(r)
’come'
Adangae (Adaa)i eijc baa# ’he is ooaing9# of (fcCio)
eije# bae.
(2) Correlate with other syllable prosodies eg. tone, 
e.g. in Ga and Ad&ngmet with rising tonei
(0 ) t* * (A) 9&do, where rowel duration is in each
oase noticeably longer thai in e«g. (G) fe9 (A) pb9 surpass,
see mj "Pronunciation of Gl" for recognition of at least 
4 durations of rowel in Ga. ^
(3) A result of contraction e.g, (Gl) bmdk / bmdml9
your cloth.
Gl kid crab z Adangme kiwi.
(4) As a syllable prosodys in lautbllder (G) dzbgbaaq or 
dsbgbaqq fwell9f which may itself be considered as 
by contraction dzogbaq dzogbaq.
(5) In Ga9 as a feature of loan words eg. pttL/_ Twi tflt
""’many1
s but in Ga only there are words in which length of 
rowel is inexplicable under (1) - (4) aboves these 
are all monosyllables with low tone and in erery oase 
the Adangme word has the corresponding short rowel 
with low tones eg.
(1) Alternatively it would be possible to analyze stems and 
radicals with a moving tone as di - and poly - syllables 
(as in Twi). This would simplify the tonal statement but is 
not done for 2 or more reasonss
(1 ) of the six possible tunes that accompany unambiguously 
disyllabio rerbals(CVCV) in Adangme9 for example9 only one 
would be realized by verbs with long finals viz. the rise 
(low-high)
(2 ) the identical morpheme in comparable morphological but 
different tonal contexts may hare at one time a level at 
another time a rising tones the rowel duration will be 
different in the two cases, eg. Adangme lm&yh I shall go
(ma)
6a&y& you will go (aas)
39.
Ga Adana— .
fla river pi
bba leaf bl
aba aat si
ef. also tbs Ga sords in morphological
junction, e.g.
fba river but fbi rivers
bfca leaf but bbl 1 saves
and
Gfi Adanaae
wb bouse vb
w6 honey vb
Successions of vowel and dipbthongsi>
Common to botb languages are tbe following
vowel sequencesi>
*le, *i«, *la, “lo
*us, *uc, *ua, *uo
these are pronounoed as monosyllables In 
Adangme and In words of G&-Adangme origin 
in Ga**t for tbe analysis of tbess vowel 
ssqusnoss, see note on syllable initials 
below.
1. Vlth about equal prominence on the two syllables.
4 0 .
Notess (1) in Ga only, the same sequence of rowels 
le in one word to be analysed ae (y/w and r) 
and in others as a disyllabic junction of 
(V and V ) 9 cf. sequences of the latter type 
in composition, e.g.
fid, house but finha, window (house mouth)*
of,s ablfao9 child but ablfAbii, children,,
(2 ) other sequences of rowels in both 
languages may be realized phonetically as 
diphthongs, but are here analyzed as
(a) prosodies of junctions e.g.
Adangme and Gas he asks /bi (r), a
Adangmet pui s negatire of ph, etc,
(b) as a distinctire feature of loan w  rds 
from the Twi (Afcuapem)9 e.g.s
Gas hao (r) 9 pester /Twis haw
Ga and Adangmes kai, remember /Twit kai
(3) Note also that Ga has certain successions 
of rowels not found in Adangme, but 
corresponding regularly with
(a) a pure Adangme rowel, e,g.
Gas fhl, hat  ^Adangmes
1 hi, firewood s lV^
or (b) the same Adangme rowels in rerersed 
sequences
Gas jwfcijwsi, ragged z Adangae spit.] 
fCi, cold S flc
Syllable
Initialss the pronunciation of words ending in the
phonetic diphthongs enumerated store (page )
suggests a structural dividing line after 1
and uf rather than the consonant initial,
of. for example, the pronunciation of Adangme
flaflt / fta, where the systematic tone
(a rise, cfs fhft / fa) is carried by the
second rowel, the first rowel haring non*
systematic lerel tones 1 and u, in these
rowel sequences, are, therefore, Interpreted
as realisations of a feature of the syllable
initial and with li# (laterallsatlon) are
groupad with th. consonantal terms
of the initial alternance s the semi-rowels
w, y and 1 , initially are similarly
considered as prosodies of syllables
beginning restricted to syllables of one-
place s see Table 8 below.
1. Also treated as a feature of the syllable initial 
for similar and obvious reasons.
41.
Table *
e syllable initials
Syllable type
it
CV
(c « f, T
with yotization y ty*
with labioYelarlzation we wa
with both ---- wya/ywa
with lateralization le fla*
and yotization — yra
with lateralization
and lahioTalarlzatlon — lwa/wla
with none of the above e fa
Sofreei (1 ) variant pronunciations are
Ada Krobe
k wya wia yua
a lwa a-wld a-lua
a)
(1)
(a)
ti
Consonants«-
4-5.
tollablal labio- dental aWeolar prepalatal ▼elar labio*
dental and palatal ▼elar
plosive p» b t9 dh d k, 8 kp»gto
affricate «♦ p* m
natal m n ny ijm
lateral 1
rolled r
fricative f» » ▼ •t * If B *.<b)
y.
semi-vowel
#
* ; y w
0 0 Vowelss-
Front Central Back
close i# T Ot u
half-close
half-open f •t f •
open a St 5
Notesi- (h) - Toictd pharyngeal frioatire
44%
ti nTniroTnmr
GROUP s.
The types of consonant and rowel sound that may 
he heard in dialects of £we may he represented in 
general phoxs tie terms as in T&hle 9 • The 
pronunciation of these sounds in the Anglo dialeot 
(Keta) is descrihed in my "Pronunciation of £we" q.v.
Notes: syllable structure.* syllable a are of the
pattern (1 ) r *
(2) m 
or (3) or
where v « a vowel, c, a consonant and-mi a 
syllabic nasal, m.
t /xj/ with syllabic funotlon is analysable 
in all eases as a result of contraction! 
of. e.g. the pairs, /)dl and nyidi Corning9, 
etc. where nyi-
t similarly, any nasal consonant final in a 
syllable in words other than loan words is
but sewnote on nasals below.
4$
here analysed as a prosody of junction cf• 
••ft* ftijgbd ^ hmakp& 9 leaf1*
Aneeho andhe / ame de9 someone.
t a foacth type of syllable Is restricted 
to vlautbllder* and similar words and may 
be represented formularlcally, CViV where 
M m a relar nasal and (t) ■ length of 
syllable9 i.e. phonetic length of rowel of 
nasal a> nson&nt.
sdxjij or sdoij9 *of the same kind9.
t unplaced features of the syllable are
(1 ) quantity! syllabic length/shortness)
see abore.
(2 ) tone s high/mid/low/etc. pitch.
There are three lerel tones 
and these gire the following 
significant lnterralss-
1. The nasal consonant in the following words is 
a feature of dialects of the Western Interior 
onlyt
ak&jgfct rulture9 kandsf, blood sande, light, 
etc.
(of. the Anglo akdgft, kadsf, sadhf)j
it too is obriously to be considered as a prosody 
of syllable junction.
*er.
Squal
high-high
mid-aid
Unequal
high-low low-high 
high aid aid-high
1owllow
/£he distinctions high-low/aid-low and 
low-ald/low-high art irrelevant in i0we7
t in addition monosyllables ooeur with 
tonal aoToaonti there are syllables with
(1 ) a rising tone9 low-aid/high 
/The distinction is again irrelevax* 7  
whloh aay euooede syllables of high or 
low tonet and syllables with one of two 
falling tonest (2 ) high-mid, (3 ) high-low; 
these m y  euooede syllables of all types.
system of eonsonantss the consonant units 
postulated for this study aret 
plosiYesi (1) a Yoleeless bilabial * p
(2 ) a Tol««d bilabial * b
(3) a Yoleeless dental * th
K
(4) its Tolced oorrelate dh
(5) a Yoioed alveolar * d
(6 ) a Yoleeless velar * k
(7) the same with labialisation * kp
(8 ) the 1~ g
(9)
4-7.
hoteat the phone tie realisation of %  la Anglo lo 
/#/, • voloeleaa bilabial fr1native| In 
Anoebo /pb/ a strongly aspirated p#*“ in 
uahooey /ha/ a labialiatd glottal fricative.
/p/ a volceleaa bilabial ploaiva ia found in
4- . '
all dialects in loan oorda only* aeasily froa
Twi, e.g. Angle pi, ehiael £  Twi pIS.
i * k  la A /  in all dial seta*
* * th and * dh are raallaed aa dental 
affrleatea /ta/dV before eloae front vewela 
in the dlaleeta ef the western interior, 
elaaabare aa la Anglai i.e. an dental plosives.
t alollarly ■ k and *g before eloae front 
vowela are raallaed swept in Pahonay aa /tj/ 
aad /da/* i.e. are palatalised, e.g.
aateSBSt other Plaleeta
kl (v) quench B t/ 1
gl (v) give birth dal
I in Dahooey, hip, *gh are phonetically, 
lablaliaad velar ploelvea /kw/gv/l elaewhere
1. After weetemane, 1927, 'An hat eln atark
aapiriartea p, dam in den vestllehen f eaeprloht.'
+ 3.
the true labiovelars /kp/gb/# e.g.
BSteMHL Qther dialects
gwa (v) break gba
Fokwa (n) sandal afokpa
Affricates* (1) a voiceless affricate * ts
(2) a voiced dental affricate * da 
Notes# * ta/ds are palatalised in all dialects 
before close front vowels# i.e. arc 
realised as /tj/ds
* ts and dz interchange with s and t 
in many words of. e.g.
Anglo Dahomey astern Interior
take (y ) 
water (n) 
horn (n) 
firs (n)
so
si
so
80
so
si
so
so
tso
tsl
dso
dso
Nasals# (1) a bilabial, * m
(2 ) an alveolar, * n
(3 ) • frontal * ny 
(k) a dorsal * 9
Notes# a syllabic bilabial nasal, m, hasbeen noted 
under syllable structure, abovef it is 
found only in the verbal paradigm where it
1 . Bee note below on s, s.
has morphological function and appears to be 
a contraction, probably ^me - 
e.g. mele yiyirft, X am going
of. mfcle yiyl gd, I shall be going.
* • • - ,
* ny la realised phonetically a. before 
nasal Towels in the dialects of the Interior 
only, elsewhere as /ny/ a palatal nasal*
Liquids and
semivowels* (1 ) an apical liquid *
(2 ) a palatal semivowel * y
(3 ) a velar semivowel * w.
’ * » t
Notes# In all dialects except Dahomey * 1 is
/r/ 9 usually a voiced alveolar fricative 
or tap, when in junction with apical and 
frontal consonants# in Dahomey it is /l/ 
a voiced apical lateral.
sm m
1 in all dialects in /!/ before nasal 
vowels# in every other case /I/.
* y is /y/ in all dialects.
* w is /w/ before back vowels in all 
dialectal A/» a voiced weak velar 
fricative before mid and front vowels 
in Anglo only.
so.
£Sli2  fcS^JttdLMrta
ill f ▼) cry wli
ila (v) hide via
fritetlVMi (1) • leh&el * be
(2 ) a lablo-dentel *
(3) Its voiced correlate * V 
(h) • voiceless apleal * 3
(3) lie 'roload correlate * £
(6 ) e dorsal * X
«
(7 ) lie voiced correlate * b
tiotwi •»» *> ere palatalised before olose
front voeda in all dlaleete (of. * ta, ds) 
e.g. Ut, hand* la phonetically a/1 , 
dsf* egg* la ajl.
4 la Anglo only there are oertaln apparent 
exceptions eh&eh require notloe«- 
the frontal fricaturee and affricates 
(/• 1 1 t/, da) ©our before voeele other 
than * ii-
(1 ) In loans* dt/at/a oat £  Oa at/at/a
(2 ) before reduced diphthongs in i-i 
/a (v) ^ sla dry
as (v) sla lean against
1/a (v) ^ tala strain*
system of 
Yoweln
Notest
And under similar conditions* apical 
fricatives may occur before * 1 * eg* 
sit pipe / diminutive se* pot*
i * h in Anglo Is a voiced pharyngal 
fricative having as a variant in the 
Western dialects /$/ a voiced velar 
fricative*
s * hi in Dahomey is phonetically a 
voicelesb glottal fricative vith lip 
rounding# in Anglo a voiced bilabial 
fricative /t#'# in Anecho a voiced 
pharyngal fricative with liproundingi
Dahomey Anecho Anglo
blood %u hu \PU
war axwa ahwa av*a
smell %wt hwO *•
a system of 5 vowels is postulated for
this study# vis*
Front mid back
high * i ■ tt
mid * e « „o
low * a
* e is phonetically a mid central vowel
in Anglo# in other dialects* a mid front*
S2*
2 vowel sounds heard In all dialects are 
here analysed phonologically as a result 
of contraction, vis.
« /e/ a halfclose front vowel in Anglo, 
a half open front in other dialects, is 
heard only
(!) in loans, e.g. p£ / Twi pal, chisel
(ii) at certain morphological functions 
involving the suffixes e. eya, ye 
etc., e.g. verb + pronominal suffix
kdfe> ksa, touch it*
(iii) nominal ♦ predicative particle 
ga ♦ ye ,> gg, it is money
Xea le dsS, the bird is red (del* 
red ♦ ye > dzS)
(iv) nominal ♦ diminutive suffix
&a ♦ e > kl, thread (little string) 
gbadsa ♦ e > gb&dsi, small and flat.
t similarly, a tentative analysis of /a/, 
an open back vowel, as w + a suggests 
itself on the following countsi-
(1 ) /ua/and/wa/ is rare in Kwe** except
1 . X can find only bua (v) pretend, and nua (n) driest 
in the larger Ewe Dictionary of WesteriLann.
at word junctions, e.g. nominal
demonstrative
in Anglo dhud )
« ) the town
Interior dhuo •)
(2 ) the dialectal variants a/o with 
contextual velarity
Interior Anglo
kpd (n) hedge * kp6
avldku (n) frog avldkul
and in all dialects:- 
yla (v) hide or w o
(3 ) the treatment of loans* of*
Twi Ewe
kwad^wu kodso (n) ■headay boy ^om
o n  W o n * * *v ( \ /
kwabina koala (n) tPaesday boy bom
fua Fd (v) picks* up
abyrogoa ablego (n)ohair
Qwanl qlo (v) scratch,
write
t Nasalization:- all vowels occur oml
or nasal
Length of
vowel: is here analyzed as
(1 ) a prosody of junction: see note of
successions of vowel below*
1* of* in dialects of Interior adhes, the hunter 
adhe ♦ a*
(11) correlate with other syllable 
prosodies, te.
(a) mid tone
of* tdf headi nd# month
(b) tonal moYement
of* ard, dogf gbS9 goat1*
%•
(ill) a prosody of the syllable restricted
to laudbllder and other phonologleally 
special wordsi see note on page «
Successions
of Yovelt certain successions of Yowels are found in 
the unaffixed radicals these are pro* 
nounoed as diphthongs with about equal 
prominence on the two partst they are 
Ne. *ia, *ia.
For similar reasons to those enumerated 
on page 54 for adangme9 the i in these 
vowel sequences is Interpreted as a 
realization of a feature of the syllable 
initial and with 1 is grouped with the 
terms of the initial consonantal alternanct' if 
yotised and laterallzed initials*
i the following vowel sequences are
1* see my Pronunciation of Ewet p.7*
analyzed as junctursl prosodiesi 
ul £ u/o ♦ e
a* / ° ♦ e
• • . 
u ^ e * e1*
cf./tui/hit him tu 
/ kui/cut it open </ ko 
/ ywa/call him / yo
£ 6
*
2i.m
Among the criteria used to establish group A* 
and B« are certain common features of morphology and 
syntax* e.g.
Word
Structure! the morpheme constituent© of words are 
in general easily identified as
(1) invariable lexical elements, here 
called radicals#
(2) affixial elements, i.e. nominal and 
verbal prefixes and suffixes, usually 
of the pattern V#
t Radicals are of 3 types*-*
(1) simple
(2) extended
(3) compound
Simple radicals ere monosyllabic, extended 
radicals ore monosyllable or disyllabic, 
and compound radicals are rarely in Twi, 
more commonly in Guang, trisyllabic*
i all tc,peg* have unsxer U sually a eon^ 
sonan t  initial* The monosyllabloity
nodical
Structures
iistwilona 
of the 
Kadicall
Botesi
1
quotient ' In ?wl is apVrcxlnately U5 per 
cent, or slightly less, in fiscmaUo par 
cent, about the sa, a or more in Guang.
FToa radicals are derived
(1) by affixation
(2) r< duplication, cto.
(a) the verbal base, and
(b) the nominal ateau
but often both stem and baa* ar* identieal 
with the radioal.
in all three languages simple radiosla 
are of the pattern OV.
radiosla of another type are her* described 
as extended! the extending element* or, quite 
simplf, the extensions, in eaeh of the 
three languages may be represented fortau- 
larically thuas- 
Croup K, and B< «A, «k, *h.
(Twi only) i v, au
before giving examples of eaeh extension
1. I.e. the percentage of simple monosyllabic stems 
in a word eount embracing the first 1,000 or 
so soamon words.
5*
It Is perhaps necessary to mention that 
the morphological process involved la no 
longer productive and that the morphemes 
themselves, do not admit of accurate semantic 
analysis| they often interchange between 
dialects and have apparently different 
functions in different contexts. But 
they are here considered isolable^* on 
several countet-
(i) the dyadic nature of cW, CVW» and
C W  structures in Twl and Guang#
established on phonological grounds 
in section 2, pages 2 i ft*
(11) the existence In all three languages 
of an identical» minimal element 
(CV) co. mon to etymologically 
cognate words of different form clauses, 
e.g# Twi# yaw, pain § yari (v) ill.
(ill) the occurrenoe in all three languages
of a few pairs of the types-
1. In this field, unfortunately# it la still
necessary to stress the linguistic platitude 
that recognition and isolation of a radical and 
its extensions is essential for sound comparative 
studies. Ifany of Greenberg's starred forms, to 
^uote the most recent exa, pie# are vitiated by 
failure to equate radical with radical# extension 
with extension# of. for example# his reconstruction 
two ft* > Twl «b}eq
Twl i
Examplesi
Nzemaj
Guangt
bya (v) close 
sua (v) take up 
to (v) buy 
8Si (v) tether
bua (v) close 
sua (v) take up
sj (v) tie 
tj. (v) stick in
sure (y) take up
b^e (v) open 
sue (y) put down 
to 13 (v) sell 
s&q (v) untether
b^ke (v) open
sukwe (v) put 
down
sjkj. (v) untie 
t^kj (v) pull out
sukl (y) put dcMO
(1) Twi only - * m
fdm (v) err, cf. Nz. fd
anym (n) five, cf. Nz. nnu
kyim (v) force out, cf. Guang kyl
(2) Twi only (Akuapera and Paute only) -*w 
Akp. dow (v) weed, ef.^ow (v) wet, etc. 
cf. ABarte Nzema do, fo.
(3) * ni Akuapem q 5 Asante, Guaq£/y5 Pante
n a Nzema nl. 
melt (y) nag s nal s nan I
turn (v) dag 5 dal 5 dan S
sell (v) tog 5 tod 5 ton S toni
fort (n) abag 5 abal 2 abdn 2 a»ani
(h) * d-infixi Twi r 5 Nzema 1 2 Guang r
Oo.
call (v) ffire1’^  felc S -flrl
' / K /
camp (n) nsira 5 nzela S
rotten (v) puro » kpolo =
take leave (v) kira 5 5 kire
(5) *  d - l n f i x :  Twl n - Nzema nl s  Guang n^ * 
salt (n) nkyinf 5 ngylnll g
I *
python (n) enjnj. 5 nyinlf 5  enyani
sour (v) nyanl = nyanli 5
drum (n) akyinl s klnli m kwanl
(6) * k* TwiVS hbterry* Guang k
open (v) bjie S byke i bukl
spoilt (v) sel S sekyi s
strip (v) wai a 5 waki
etc.
Compound
radicala1 are found in all three languages and are
apparently composed of two or more of 
the radicals already enumerated, e.g.
Twi bata: their, is uncertain in most
cases.
1. Vowel shift in r-infixed radicals is identical
with that in reduplicated radicals, see page74*
2. i.e. with contextual nasality.
6i.
inflected
Word Classi­
fications in all three languages words may be grouped
by the morpho-syntactical criteria enu­
merated passim below into
(i) nominals
(ii) verbals 
uninflected (iii) particles
In the following pages the morphological 
structure of each class is described in 
turn*
Nominalst the structure of this class of words is
most conveniently described under the 
headings of
(1) prefix
(2) stem
Nominal
Prefixes* all three languages classify** nouns by
prefixes* a prefix may bet-
ie.
0 ) - (4-)Aone of h oral vowels,
11 i, *e, *a, *o
(5) a nasal sonant* %a
1* The class!fleatory system is lexical and rudimentary 
onlyi there is no concord of classes*
2* The vowels of prefix and suffix (below) belong
to the same series (h/l) aB the stem vowels thus*
* t* /£/or/i/, *e 9 /e/or/e/, *a 8 /*/ (AXuapem 4 a
/e/ (PanteJ, /3/ (Naema). *o m /0/ or /o/.
6ft.
£xnpl««i
(6) aero **
and in Akuapora only* 
(tl) am 2*
Twii a-s|J wiiterhole
o-afl rain
m* 1 a water
Guangt fb^e market
dbiet stool
of. Twi egwa/agwa
i the prefixes frequently interchange 
between dialects particularly e and o« cf* 
Twl# Akuapeot odaq* house S ;sante tdty
edu ters s * ante idn^-
Nominal 
Stems«
ttuerng etui ApiTeae# skiriesei kysrepenf» 
^ircaoj shl*Aemn
may be
(1) unaffixedi visf the simple or
extended radicals enumerated on page
1. A few nouns especially loans and compound sterna 
tax* no prefix#
£• Othe dialects of Twi. have /a/# e#g* Akuapem dmp&J (*>)» 
bat« A&antc dpfll.
3* *i rb b x>reflx is found in Twi only in Fante and 
is rare in that dialect*
G3.
Homlnal 
tiui fixes*
Examples i
1.
2.
3»
(2) suffixed: the nominal suffixes are
given bulow,
are
U) S ,;aena *le g Qaaag «di
Twii »pr&2j Aeante upraays (^spra-ls)^* 
brush, of* pra (v) sweep.
Guang* adodi, hoe# of. do, to weed.
Twi* akasai# Fante, akasac*)* cymbal* 
of. kasa (v) speak.
Nsemai eljle: eating# of. dit eat.
tTwit mfrafrai, mixture# cf. fra (v) mix.
'
lTwit anumli, drinking place# of. num.
(v) drink.
Guang: cf. the names of the boroughs of 
the Guang towns, e.g. of Adukrom, adzekidl, 
abonidi, abunni abun-di) etc.^*
For the correspondence, Aeante ie, is, uo* Uj * 
Twit i, p, u. Gee Ward, 19h5«
0'S /ai is common in Fante, see note on page 20
Note, however, the oalcue in Adukrom dialeot only, 
asukii, resting place ^ Twi asuei, G. sukl g Twi
sue (v) put do»n a load.
64-
•Twlt tdlall, evening ^  adl * al
Nsemai all gywule gywo
ditto /all . 
all hylla kyl
Notei the verbal noun In Quang, only, la
atruoturally prefix ♦ radical, of. 
ftgyl, eating gyl(v) eat 
fcbirl, talking birl(v) talk 
eta.
Wofe: For nr,« (2) —  -  i a ^ JU W W
use ©P ^ fee Tell abdaea, amall garnet of. abtla, animal.
peu^e it+S addnma, little belli af. edoq, bell.
Haemai n&nfkyi, amall gamai of. n&ni, animal 
d&nikyf, little belli of. d3nl, ball.
Tvli ob&rfut, Aaante obtdmd / a ban la * bap 
young man.
Ouangi anyfm} / any* ♦ bl« young man# 
of. any*, man
*  ^ o
Twli abiriea, old woman.**
Ouangi atj}kpebl, old woman# of. at/i, 
woman.
1. of. Fante obanylmba.
2. kyl la diminutive only Naema aFclcyb la ^ Twl. ab iriw a .
G5#
( 3 ) *  Pf** * Usama * nl|2* § Guang * nj 
Twi i ohwftnf3*i Hwe man t HwS * Kwe 
okrlnnft Oa man t nkraq « Ot 
ate*
nzemai b5b/anlli Axlrai Bals/a ■ Axim
nan
bkkunlii Baku 
* man
ate*
ouangi Iklrioli Xyerepongi aklr* a Kyere pong
aeyantinit Aabantii aayanti - Ashanti 
man
(U) Twi * fu 1 Hsema g Guang * htt***
Twit okyirewfu, wrlteri of* kylrew(r) write
okyirskyirefu* teaohery of* kyire(T) show
f • V  i» ' . *%■ . +  * ■>, j J
Naamai kelerUli* writer# of* ksle(w) write
kilehileTuli, teacher# of* kile(w) show.
1* 3 Fante/nyJ
2* nlj by 'mutation' ^ ny T by 'mutation' ^ f
3* nj eta. were originally free nominala# the degree
of autonomy etill aeoorded in all three languages 
to this suffixlal element* ia shown by the absenee 
of Towel harmony*
ly. in Kyerepongy other dialeota /put/.
6 6 .
Humbert
Wl  '■
Examplesi
Guangi dhfhu, vise nian# cf. dhl, wisdom
fcbitihu, palm wine makerj of* dbl, palm
tree, ti(v) tap
In all three languages, the plural of 
nominals la formed by
(1) prefixation« plural prefixes aret 
Twit * m/m I Naena * m/m lm 5 
Guang *e/m 
Twl i ohfnl King dhlni
k&A day fend
5bd child nlmd
Nzema* shanl trap
dadie knife
%
aya house
ngani
nnade
azya
Guangi atsf woman etaf
akpd road jgrakpd
ekyr6 town qkurd
and/or
(2) suffixationt plural suffixes aret
(a) Twi * fu Nzema * ma ^  Guang ^  see
(b) Twi * ba Guang *bi
1. prefixation involves consonant mutation in 
Nzema, see page £$
67.
Bxamplees
(e) Twl * hum i hzeaa * mo f» Ouang^ «n«
(a) Twii ofantinit Fante rnant mfantifu 
oburon} i European « abuofu
1.Mb t benyinlinli, nan of benyinllma'
tienyylnli
sole wall2* l rieet aalewulfma
(sols(v)pray)
Ouangi akirini, Ky erepong okirleae
man
aayiantlnj, Aabantl asyantieee
(b) Akuapem adf, Aaante adf a, thing, nniema
dtd thing ntdbi
agya further agyanum
ana mother enanum
egyd father egydm5
sgoqu friend egagdm
asi father asiane
anj mother anJens
2.
ehJBnll, eh}fivule, poor man, is to be considered 
as a oaliue, of. Twi oilman}, ahia/u {_ hil(v) needy.
The corresponding Twi and Quang jiurals are by ,
prefix only, e.g. Twi dedfd, Priest - plural, asd/u.
65.
iFor ; :ur8llty of • apeoi&l kind* i.e. 
iteration, the nominal may bo reduplicated, 
e.g. Toll akyeok^'* heap* of oil kinds 
l_oka», • hoop 
Ugem*indkbdndcbo, flat things 
^ edebs
1. keduplioetlon not repetition, not* the tone.
69.
Inflexion of
the i-ouni In Twi certain nomlnala imay be rcdupllca tcdi 
these ere usually called adjectlyes In the 
standard Twi Oraanars* It is necessary to 
distinguish!
(1) a substantival fom.
e.g. Twii ni Js» its beauty 
which is also
(2) a predicative form (i.e. used with one
of several copulas).**
e.g. Twli dud yi yb /s. this tree is
beautiful
(3) an alnominal f o m  (reduplicated)
e.g. Twit dud ieft bi, a beautiful tree
(h) an adverbial for m(redu; liestod)
e.g. Twit wftgdru or
wogoru cfb . or
wogoru fcjctft 2*i they play
nieely (very 
nieely)
of. also from Duong and turn* with and 
without reduplloatioat
be i
1. e.g. in Twi. y6;Ond daq,bfceocue;nyiQt grow.
2. Afcuapam £ fejcfefsi Aeante tends here to use 
the uneontreated form.
70.
Guang: m& kdsl, its goodness
fete kosT, good thing
df kaslt it is good
4b wd mi kistf he did it well.
Nsoma * i kdnlfeiaa, its beauty
bbX& hyl If kenlsma, this tree is
beautiful
blka kdnlfema bio, s beautiful tree
bfedl sgole kdnlfema, they play nicely
nmaka ngsnlema^*, beautiful trees
Pronominals• Twi orthography, for example, is misleading
in respect of pronouns and pronominal 
prefixes,2#
1, In Twl and Guang a few only of these special 
nooinals inflect for number, and are in theso 
languages, words referring to else only, e,g.
Twit sbo ukesfakfesf, large stones
OuangtQkuro ekpogxakpo, big towns
2, of. the spalllng of "olko”, he goes, where "o'*
la treated as a prefix, and of "ne dsn", his house, 
which suggests two autonomous elements, although 
"wo dan ana ne dan”» etc,, your house or his, 
not "wo ana ne dan".
II.
True pt-onounB (i.e. absolute farras) In 
the 3 languages aret-
Twi bSSM Quangi 
i
mi nisi ml
32* wu w3o5 «u
33. onu Reuter 
sna7
ini mu
M . y«3 yimi
*
axiX
P2# mu (Pant* 
hum)
bfmfe inf
*3* wag (awants
y«g) *•
btiat 5mu
froMslael 
irefixes< sret-
________ prsrsrtesl__________________ prenoainsl
Twi Bsecia Gunng Twi t sema cuang
31. mi ad mi mi mi mi
32* wu b/wa"*# wu wu wo/s^* wu
83. o o/ye*-* a n%/o2* V O 5* mu
P L r* ye sal r o jr« «nf
22# be inf mu be inf
23a WO be 3mu wog be M U
&»otai vowels* h/q scwording to root vowel*
1* *bsg of* Aburi dialect (obse.)
2* according to tense*
3# a few nouns of family relationship haws the pronominal 
prefix Of e*g* Twit caff tfsemat 5sl» his father*
Kiamtlen:
Notea:
'■‘rdlnatlon:
Xt< ration:
Dlatribu-
tlon.
12..
examples of Tel, Nseaa and Guang minerals 
are aet oat In the eoraperatire Table on
page (05
by periphrasis, e.g.:
2nd, ete. Tel: nla otu an abjeo, etc.
Nsana: mo to >u pejfl
of. In all thrae languages the eoapoelte 
forma,
Tel: pa ■ occasion')
prcku onee
■prenp twlee
bat
■P«n abj.esf three tinea.
Nxeraa: (fanl c oeeaalon)
fanl kn onee
fanl para telee
the distributive form of the numeral 1a a
reduplication, e.g.:
one by one: TelJ mmiakiS mmlaku
Numeral
System:
one by one: Nzema: gguku
Is mainly decimal, cf. the composite 
forms 11-19.
11 s 10 * 1: Tvi: dpkiaku
Nzema: bylu ni ku
Guang: dp aku
etc.
and 20-99
20 c 2 x 10 Twi: ad^ony
Nzema: abulagwiS
Guang: eduonyS
~74-.
Verbals» the verb in Its baas form, I.e. aa the
verbal interjection, la identical with the 
simple or extended radloala described
abovet1 *
i the base In Tel and Nsema nay be
reduplicated (to express plurality of
eubjeot/astlon/obJeot)
Tell 41, eat* dldl, feed
bo, break* bubo, shatter1*
gu, spillI gugu, spill In many
plaeea
Niaat fla, hide i fiswia
fia, carry fievla
on
back
tua, followituodua 2*
1. The possible vovel sequences In reduplicated and
*d Infixed at mbs are limited in all three languages
to:
h/q. - 1 - 1  analysed aa 1 1
I - e M " e e
1 - a) * " a a
(with eontex­
tual labia­
lisation)   - ai
u - o " ° o o
u - u H “ u u
2. Note, lenitlon of radical Consonant in second place 
and the following additional vowel sequences for 
reduplicated disyllabic bases peculiar to Nsema* 
all analyxable as e a
h/l* ~ i.e., uo.
Negation!
Guangt k, a, long! kpukpa
Notes plurality In Ouang only is 
In s fee oases Indicated by 
terminal extension '’f the
simple ms
%i e.g.i
«d tee split tserl
fwi stray fwlri
de strike dsnf
*b do drop dcbf
t the following affixes are prefixed to the
verbal, baee to lndioate ingresaionm a  cowpw" 
radical:
Twii ko/be
kod} go eat
bed} come eat
Haemai ko/be
miangonnl I did not go and eat
_eli I have come to eat
Quangt wo/be
weds* ae> eat
bedti ta<mc eat
the negative prefix is i
in Twi )
and Nsema1*) ** • ‘““ organic nasal 
in Ouang i be
1. with the exception of the perfect tense in Nsema 
where the negative sign is te.
l b .
System of 
Tensest the verbal paradigm la set out for all three 
languages in Table 13. pages lo* to Ifl-
t common to the group are the following 
tensest*
(l)present, unaffixed9 e.g.
Twis miba das)
Nzemat miba das) X always come here*
Guang« miba daa;
(2) 8tativef unaffixed1*f e.g. t 
Twii ewari)
Nseroas owali) it is long.
Ouangt akpa )
(3) future, prefix t
Nzema i ke
e.g.
Twit ob£ba)
Nzemat okcvaj he will come
Guangs abebe;
1. Distinguished tonally from (1).
2. of. *ba (v) come.
7 7 .
(U) imperfeot* prefix *d i1,
Twi: (na)-> ori^ba)
Nzemai ale_be) I am/was coming
Guang j ane,.bc;
(5) future lmniediate, prefixes i
Guang"*1; (U) *nd (3) above
Nzema s ba
•»g«
Twit oribeba)
Guang: anebebs) he la Just coming
Nzemat obara )
(6) Preterite# Twi and Nzema suffix, Guang 
unaf fixed.2*
Twit abai
Nzemat ovali ) cdme
Guangt itbs )
(7) Ferfectt prefix,
Twit waba (^oaba)i
Nzemat 4nbbm wo. ) he has/had come
Guangt t-er. )
1, of# oopula in eaoh language#
2# But tonally distinct from (1) and (2).
3* of* nominal suffix#
It.
(d) connected* prefix a, In Twi and Nsema only*
Twit miko aba)
) I shall go and come
Nzemat mlka atfa)
(9) an imperative! Twi* prefix af Ouang and 
Nsema* unaffixed* e*g«t
Twit ogko he is to go
Nzemat oyda he i *  to  coroe
Guangt dbl he is to come
t the verbal noun la structurally identical 
with the unaffixed base* e«g*
Twit Dkrag ko going to Accra
Ouangt tegyl so to buy food
*veesHtr
■79
3l WCto HC LuoY 
OitOUf C ♦ D
Hodtel
btruetures
hamine1st
radioals may bft
(1) simple, OV or Cy/w V
(2) extended
by (•) liquid and nsaal euffixesi
(b) 1-infixatlon , y-jrvPiHofce*'*
(•ee pages 4-i and 4-2. )
(3) reduplicated.
(U) compounds,Us. of (1J and (2) above.
• the proportion of radloalo of type (1), 
i.e. monosyllable, to others of types 
(2/~(h) is higher In A dangle than in tbs 
languages of Group a and B» but not so high 
In Sect in ol the figure la nearer that 
for Twi.**
Utruoturei the nominal stem is in most 
eases not formally different from tbs 
radical as described above.
1. t.unoayllablelty quotients are of the orders*
(Ml approx 30 per cent.,* adengne per oent.| 
i we 70 per oent.
So.
Prefixes: a few nouns in Adangme have the prefix a, in
GB, more, as well as the prefix N,1* a
homorganic nasal sonant, and o^ * e.g.:
GBs Bdaqme Ad: d&qme
BmddB plantain mddB
6djJtd thicket 03 ti
#
ntdg net bag taX
: in both languages a special type of 
nominal has fefcprefix e, cf.
GS: dditf black one ^ dl (v) black
A dagme: dyumd " n / yu (t ) "
Nominal
Suffixes: are
(1) OB, bi Adangme, yo«
gbeke
plural
gbdks’bif
abifao
plural
abifBbli
child
baby
dsukw£yo
dsukwBwl
bimuoyo
bimuowi
(2) GB, nyo 3 Adangme, no 
krobongo man of klono
blofonyo
Krobo
European blefdnd
1• Usually in loans (from Twi and Ewe): Adangme has
a vowel prefix only when the original has a nasal 
prefix: cf. / Twi: dkdtle groundnut
fell* :
SI.
(3) Gfl,nuu/yoo S Adangme, ku/yo 
tsinanuu bull nakii
tsinayoo cow nfiyo
*
etc.
(k) G9,tse/nye s Adangme tse/nye
\ x \
mantse king matse
x vmannye queen manye
(5) the verbal noun: suffixes are,
Gfi: mo, le, q
Adangme: mi only, and
Gfii length of vowel,
Adangme: reduplication* suffix i
e.g.
b&a
W;
coming Ad. b&ml
yAa
0.
going yAmi
hdmA giving hdmi
dzale right daml
dzole soft dz5mi
and in special constructions of the types-
Gfit bnf f&nd s Adangme: eni pSmi, or
a possibility eni p8p&
€hbla dzole * Ahlo dzomi, or
his convelescence dhlo dz5dz5e
(6) Gfi, Id m Adangme, lo
/we (v) £  Jw£l;S player fiel5 / fie (v)
wo (v) £w<51d collector hwdld / hwe (v)
Kumberi plural suffixes are
(1) Oa -1 5 &lo -1 5  Ada - ht
♦
6* g* fai pal
tsul toul
nyitmal nysmii
t the nomen agentIs In Adangme has the special plural 
suffix -11 »6sg«
pell plural of pelo pe9 do
flail 1 • flalo <  fle9play
hut Ga has regularly* 
feloit fweloi etc*
t elallarly9 the special plural suffix of Ga worde with 
etea extensions (page 79) has no correlate In Adangne 
Gat n&n6ffoot tnadsi9feet but Adangme nane9 nanel
(2) Ga ai^ g Adangme ms 
6. g*
tfeael tjtme fathers
nyemli&£l nyemimt brothers
t Ga uses this suffix as the plural correlate of -nyo 
but Adangme has - ll/no cf.
pahT riwers
tsuhT rooms
nyemlhT walks (w.n.)
S3,
Gas
Adangme
jircbonyo
Alono
Ktobo
man
Xrobome
jCloli
(3) Ob. -bll a AdanBM. - wl
chiids Gat
• Adangmes
baby:
but
ants
Gat 
Adan
Gas
Adangmes
gbdk i 
doukwffye 
hbifdo 
bimuoyo
tsatau
tatu
children gbdkdbif
babies 
ant a
doukwtwi
abi^dblf
bitmisvl
tsatsubi*
tatul
and
twines Gat
new as It is
htdst
Adangme t Mwt
Hotes certain nominate in both languages hare
£ht- new)(l) a eubstantlTal forms e.g.
Gat dhbe nl bdsl)
Adangmet dhb ns tdsl )
(2) a predicative formt e.g.
Gat mhmH 1£ yl hdhb, the cloth
is new
of. Adangmes b6 o dhb
(5) an adjunetiwai formt1*
1. but of. the special formations!
Gat kpcikpci knotted / kpo knot
Adangmes pis pis ragged / p t* rag
Gas fwdlfwdl 2
and the adjunctive I fora of the verbal noun in 
Adangme only*- bnl pdpd ehlo dsodsod
Gas be%)
) new clotn 
Ad&ngssx bb be )
Adantf&es bpb lb bet be did it in a new way
cf. Gas t£8 U  Abbe
Pronominal*: tb# pronoun* and pronominal prefixes are
set out below ia iablas----and -
Pronouns arei*
?A1U
Ga Aa M e
51. mi Inft ruei, e*i
sa. bo so
la Is
»• WO wa
Pa. ay* nyc
P3. rue* sT
botes salt Adan dialect 
isi « Xrobo dialect 
e^i, Pr^spr s dirlect.
V.rbti.i
pronominal (pronominal jind prevsrbnl)
prefixes arss-
TABU II.
Ga Adangme
31* ml i
S2# 0 0
S3* s s
Pi* wo wa
P2. ny* nys
P3. SOS a
tu* verbal base in Its simplest fora is 
structurally net different froa the radical 
as described abovei-
t tbs staple bass may be extended
(1) by affixation
(2) by reduplication
$ affixes arei*
(1) ingressives •% * > *
Ga, Adngne* ya, ba
ingressive bass, ya$© S yapo S go cut
bafo « bapo § come cut
(2) negative prefix
Ga, ka i Adangme, koi e.g. t
ee.
fo/po - outs negative base is 
Ga, 6; Adangme kdpo. 
plurallslngi
(3) suffix -no
(4) infix .1/1
of. e.g. the following plural bases**in Gat-
k&to lie / ktL
eomo peroh / s8
dra big / da
xjmS tie / ijmlS
tfwia striie / tjva
t also to express plurality2* the base may 
be reduplicated, e.g.t
Gat am* yeye nil, amsnunu dats they ate and
drank eon- 
tinuously.
System of
Tensest The verbal paradigm is set out for both
languages in Table 14- , pages M3-Hk 
Common to both languages are the following 
tensest*
(1) aorist, unaffixed, e.g.t 
Gat efo he out it
Adangmetlpo he out it, or he has cut it.
1. i.e. to express plurality of subject, objeot, 
complement.
2. In the sense of an action repeated.
(2) future, prefixed aia/ba, e.g.
Gas Ml*1* ha will out It
Adangme; bmftpb
(3) Iterative, suffix o, e.g.
Gat b£d3, he always outs it
Adangmet bpod
(4) Imperative, unaffixed^*• e.g.
Gat dfd, he is to out it
Adangme t dpb
Only Ga has'
Notes* fte nee uniquelyr*
(3) a perfect tense, unaffixedt
dfb, he has cut it
for which Adangme has no correlate.
(6) a progressive tense, prefix ml, e.g. 
defd / dmif6, he is cutting it
of. nybmifo
for which the corresponding Adangme 1st 
fctj* poe, he is cutting it 
bbd pbe, he isn*t cutting it
i.e. copula + verbal noun.
(7) a second imperative, suffix a, 
nysfoa, cut itm
t the Adangme has only a verbal interJsetiont
1. bdfo /bbdfb, c.f. mdfb I Abafb / mfbafb
2. But tonally distinct from (1) above and (5) below.
legation:
<S8.
pof out It 
kopo9 don’t cut It
i.e. the verbal base,
■
derivation of the negative base is described 
under that heading* page 
x there are in addition certain negative 
tensest
s tense (1) only, in both languages9 the 
negative tense is derived by sufflxatlon9 I.e. 
Adangme *ve; e.g. he didnft cut itsepill^epo we 
cf. etdwt, he didn't keep It
*
Gas v m vowel lengths efdo
t tense (5) Ga only; the negative tense is
derived by sufflxation9 i.e.
suffix kot efdlb* he hasn't cut it.
t tense (6) Ga only; the negative tense 
is derived by suffixation9 i.e. 
suffix jyt dfdi}9 he isn't cutting it.
**ua«rationt
lotui
Ord 1nation*
Iteration:
Diotrlbu~
tiont
iimtrftl
Sysittti
^9.
'&raaplo» of Ga ana Adangno murrain a n  
•ot nut In tho a m p m t l n  tablo on pago 105
ordinal suffix In Ad.mgue only io -ne, o«g« 
dkpbnd otn
lUini lOOth
in Gat there art no ordinal nuxbera, of«
•oni ji ekpa U, tho nth poroon 
flnaa nl drl oha U, the 100th door, 
la txpresaod by *Ji, occ aicn, e.g.
Gat oba fii*# on/d|
Adangnot oba al onyo }
) bo e&ae twice. *
t^o distributive fora of tbo mineral lo 
a roduplloatlorit e.g.
I oaobi A4%ftgao i knfcanJca ^ kake (1)
Gat koaekone ^ ok one
lo mainly decimal, of. tbo composite forai 
IU19,
I I  •  10 t  I t  Adftngno! nyoymn k*. kake
Gat nyoijma ka ekome
etc.
and 2C«999
20 a 2 x lOt Adangmet nyi^ai enyr
30 m 5 x 10f Gat nyojpta enyr>
1. Plural of Tl.
9 0 .
1. Notes
s traces of a sextal system are to "be found
in the numerals 1-10s
cf. the change-point between 6-7.
7 (G) kpawo )
) s 6 * 1  
(A) kpaago)
8 (G/A) kpaanyb • 6 ♦ 2.1*
also In Ga onlys
jjmedsi enyo, et?, etc.f 2 - 6  o'clock 
but
ijale kpawo, kpanyo, etc., 6 - 1 0  o'clock.
I
iL.JIORPHOLQGYt
GROUPE.
Radical
Structure: Radicals are
(1) simple, or
(2) extended, i*e. with 1-infix, with 
y-infix^*
(3) reduplicated ^ ■tguoturei— many nominals.
nomirwJs
Nominalet are not recognizable by shape alonei their
structure is that of the radical, described 
above.
e.g. ba, mud* ga, metali fia, chieff 
trS, deity.
: other nominal8 have
(1) a prefix
(2) a suffix.
Nominal
Prefixes: are a, e. o. e occurs as prefix in the
word * Ewef and in certain numerals, elsewhere 
rarely.
o/o is heard in Dahomey only, and is not 
common in that dialect.
There however, okpS, leopardj oso, mountain.
1. See note on lateralization and yotization, paged 54*.
Nominal 
Sul'flxes i
Kxamplesi
Anglo
Dialect.
fla.
i a aa a prefix is common in all dialects, e.g.
adu tooth; cf. du (▼) bit#
afu mist # cf* Ju (v) white
aflui rumour; cf. flu (▼) chatter
alalae name of cf. lalala (v) slowly
stream flowing
are (1} -a
(2) -e (-<’ )
(3) to
U) no
(5) ▼i
(6) me
(7)
(a) li ■
(l)ahea, pauper ^ ahef poverty.
agbleav farmer ^  agble (n) farm 
ahakpaa, maker of palm wine /aha, palm wine + 
kpa (v) tap.
Ablotsia, White loan ^ Ablotsi, Surope 
Kuktfa, corpse ^ Kuku, dead 
tsitsia, elder / tsitsi* old.
(2) xoef cottage ^ zof house 
goe, little gourd ^  gof gourd
(3) afeto, landlord / afe, house 
yeuetot man of Yewe order*
93.
(h) donop invalid £ do, sickness 
tokuno* deaf man £ to* ear# ku (v) die
(5) nyivi* calf ^  nyi* cov 
soul* foal ^ so* horse
(6) keReme* br< adth £ ke (▼) broad 
kokome* length ^  ko (v) high* long 
nonome* character ^  no (v) be
(7) dowofe* plaoe of work ^  wo do* work 
nunyife* washing place £ ny& (v) wash
(d) vov31i* fear ^  vS (v) afraid 
aaoli* going ^ so (v) go
the nomen agoutis is formed with the suffix-la* 
•«|»
(9) y*arlla* he who goes £ ** (▼) «o 
dowola* he who works £ wo (v) work
Keduplioatloni the stems of isany nominale are morpho­
logically reduplications for which no simple 
radical existst e»g« 
baba* white ant 
bobS* bean dish* etc*
t for others* a correlate simple radical 
is still to be founds-
94-
Nuinbert
Adjeetivesi
\ i •
tsaetsae9 2nd younger brotheri tsae, younger
brother
foefoe, 2nd younger sisteri foe, younger
sister
t all verbal nouns have reduplicated stems 
e.g* do wowo, the aet of working ^ wo 
nu dudu, the aet of eating ^  du 
etc*
plurals of nominala and nominal pieoes
are formed by suffixation ^suffix no/ e,g#
devl, child deulwo, children
deui nyui, a good deul nyuiwo good
child children
xoa the houae xoawo the houses
xS nye my friend xSnye wo my friends
a special type of nominal le formed from 
verbals -
(1) by reduplication
(2) by suffixation (-e)
e#g* ko (v) high nyo (v) nice, good
at! la ko, the tree is high 
atl koko, a high tree 
xeul la nyo, the bird Is nice 
xeui njfu*1#, a nice bird.
i nominals may be
1* nyui ^ nyo ♦ e, oee page 55
9 ^
(1) reduplicated
(2) suffixed
in post verbal position, e.g.
gueftqusfe, energetically £ gust, strength
busdb&atii, monstrously ^ bueil, something
unheard of
m>fit3c, in brotherly fashion ^ novi, brother1*
l with comparable syntactic function are 
words derived from verbals by lengthening 
of the radical vowel2** e.g# 
bee, secretly ^ be (v) hide 
buu, covertly ^  bu (v) cover over
of* also
dodoodo dadoda&o) softly /^do (v) soft* 
ironominalsi abeolute pronouns are
a 1* nyfc
3 2* w6
3.3. iyi
* 1. mlawo
P 2* m i&wdn
P 3. woawo
pronominal affixes aret-
1. nee note on to, page 93*
2, Use note on page , where length of vowel 
is analysed as resulting from contraction*
adnoainal auverbal
px-efix aui'flx prefix
81. nye nye mm
42. wo wo hf uk
sj. e it wd
PI. m tm/ 
mlaf e
ml6t ml
i>2* mis/
mlafe
ml
%
PJ. wo/wofo wd
B e t«ai nye, wo* arc suffix*} to • very few nominal** 
prefixed to most* e.g. 
ubjinyb jdtad* toy brother 
ydnyb  me* behind me 
but
ryfc la* my beloved*
ate.
i all other pronominal affixes are prefixed*
to
i e* alt, old* wo are prefixed/locative and
- -v* *4. - Uit
Chiefly kinship terms and part* of the body*
07.
verbal r.ouns under special conditions* e«£«
^a» outside It
m£a /6/o, striking us1*
(1) ne, wo, ml are pronominal prefixes for
the Connected* form of the verb^*, e»g#
mekpa wo neva, 1 saw you coming
and
ere etao, you cam yesterday
but with front shifting* atao news.
Use page
1# of. mlajt f6/o, our striking
2. . ee page 101 •
$
9 9
Numerations examples of £we numerals are set out In 
the comparative table on page /OS.
Motesi
Ordinations ordinal suffix is -lia, e.g. 
evella 2nd / eve
etSli* 3rd / etS
1st (gbato) by suppletion.
Iterations is expressed by si, occasion, e.g.
ewoe si etS, he did it three times
si evelli, the second time.
Distributlonsdistributlve form of the numeral is a 
reduplication, e.g. 
eveeve, two each
Fractional afS • 1/2
ordinals are used for all other fractions, e.g. 
enell* dekft S 1/4 
enelldwo etS 5 3/4
The numeral 
Systems is mainly decimal, cf. the compounds 11-19, 
wuldeke / ewo * deka • 10 ♦ 1, etc.
and 20-99.
20 blaave r 2 x 10 
30 blaatS , 3 x 10 
etc.
s traces of a sextal and a quarts! system
99.
are to be found in the numerals 1*101 
a change-point occurs between 6-7 and 8-9, cf 
7 adhre £ adhe ♦ de • 6 ♦ 1.
9 enyide / enyi ♦ de * 8 ♦
— I. . -I.,— .,,
1. cf. also the four day market week.
ICO.
Verba1st
Tense*i
Verbal baeee are
(1) simple, I.e. monosyllable and 
structurally identical with the radical.
(2) reduplicated, (disyllabic)t 
e.g. lolo, by
duda, liek.
(3) compounds, of two simple radicals, 
e.g. fanyl, kneadf of. also fa, knead 
and nyf, kneadi but of these base* 
only a few are etymologieally reducible 
at the present time.
tense inflection is by affixationi
table 15page no.
gives the paradigm of yl, go.
Tenses aret
(1) aorist, unaffixed, e.g. 
meyl, x am going
eua me, it happened
eko, it is high
dsl w&wul Id, esl le xa aw,
when he had killed him, he fled from
the house.
n* eua la, if he comes.
(2) future, prefix a,
may! X shall go
10 1 .
ava etsoa? will ha come to-morrow?
mawu enu hafi, I shall have finished
before you come*
(3) habitual, suffix, na,
meyina, I usually go
wome wane o, one doesn't do it*
(k) ’connected', with special prefix,
(see note on page 97. ) 
e.g. nansyi, let's go
mekpo wo neva, I saw you coming
mi wo do, do some work*'
1 the verbal noun is structurally the base
reduplicated1*,
e.g. xo tutu, building houses tu, build,
xo house)
egbe ylyl, he refused to go
ylyl sesC wu gbojfbo, to go is harder than to
come*
agbell dudfl, eating cassava 
la dudd, edible meat
t cf. also the following verbal pieces 
(le (v) m be, no (v) 5 always)
(1) mele yiyixft I am going
(2) mele yiyi ge I am about to go
(3) meno yiyim I always went
1* cf* also note on page 94-
IOSL
(U) mono yiylm
(3) mano yiylm
I always go 
I shall always go
etc.
Verbal
Interjeotiont the simple base may be used as an
Hote9 properly speaking, there are no negative
tenses in Swe. negation is a feature of 
elause and senteneei the negative sign 
consists of,
(1) a preverbal partiole - me 
and
(2) a sentence final partiole - o.
imperative, e.g. yl, goI
Tabla l»
H a m i t
TWJ SC Ate 84_____ AOAMGkk ■ SW3
1 Ktr/kfl kfl I U tkhat kiktf dak a
s w » ayS tayh tnya
1 n i
#
•1 m ktt •it
4 haAg/cali hat at M n k kH« ana
6 %n\Jiu flntj •1 dnfcaa hada atff
4 taf4/a«lt hala •l« dkpt 4k pa ath«
t kadij/hada nad a$nd kphwo kp4a<4 adhrd
8 hwotf wl aitfwi tfwi kphaya kpahnys aayl
* tkrtij/tycrati MSala kpdnd afctht aft •ay Ida
10
11
H
dubltkO ■wnrxTTww
**
d)4ku
njroqaA
ayaijaa
ka/akoaa
ayagaA •at
autdak*
80 M ^ * w tbflatykla •duoa/o ayaqaal
•ays aylmi
•ayft hliavt
100 Iks tjra aloft •ha laft hlafi
800 bitu«4 Ayagwia s la ft days ohal «ays lat A 
•ayi U a X i m
L000 fcpla U p  ini i Akpa •kpi akpd akpt
TAfcL£ fo
G roups A and B 
ThSJttzb
to*.
kti ato. • coa*
TVX (Akp) pjurr aw
tfflnctln HagatlT* IfflntilTi VagatiT*
■ a m ■lal a m ■tel
wQmml m la**
m m t e l
Tenea I
m M i l m t e l
y*** yual jrlbk IHkl
■dbk M a U *****
a t e w6jxub4 a**k aftaft* ^ ♦
alvarl alqvirl alvar aiqvir
atwarl aOqairi l n r iqvir
inrl ftqteri 5 war kxtx oqaAr
ftwari tqwiri ft war onwtr
Tens# XX
jrlMv&rl jrftqa*a*rl ytvar ysqwar
■twm r i ■SqvdArl hdawkr hd*v*rc
«6«nrl aftqadakri aft war aoxjwAr
ftauaarl ftqadwkrl ■Avar woijwAr
tea, ate, - ooaa 
TVI (Akp) PAHT B
\os.
ifflraatlT* Nagatira Afflrmatira K«gatIts
mib a itei albtfba alqkfba
ldbcbt fdrtaai ibiba lqktfba
»bA« irtmmi oMbt agktba Tenaa X]
iMb« irtna obtfba aqktfba
yiMba ytrtmmi, jabiba jrtqUba
■dbeba adrtaaa hilabtfba httmktfba
itbibt wtfrtaaa n W b t « q U b t
alrlbtbi ■irlbtfba r*
tirlbibi Iribtfba
iribibi Teas* aribfba Tana*
III VI
w
tribe Ml srlbiba Tenaa IV
ytrlbcbi '' irtrlbiba
■drlbcbi '■ , hdmrlbfba
torlbcbi V  « \ aarlMba
Ibi M i  tbi ini
■i..■■■ ■■ ... in ■ ■   ..in.... ■■
T n n  T
I
Groups A and B
ba, otc. S com#
.  APAStJ________________________________________________________________________
Iffimat!r« Hogatlro Affirmatiro Nogatiro
■ibA
ienae 
aiaai I aCba
? ense
Tenao VI III
wtfba wtffcAa tubcba
iv obA oaat %ot*ba
ebA taai tblba •
jrebA jtmml h W b a
■Aba illfcit atfbeba *>
jrabA yearn* ytblba
* ./* ■ ’ v '■: •
alwari 
wii atari
Tenaa
alqwari II
wtfqwari
■BbcbA
wdbbcbi
Tenaa VI Tenaa
IV
5wari Sqwari SobebA
fcwari % eijwari etbebA
yfcwuwari ytl) wuwari ytcbcbA
adwuwari Bdrjwwari ■AtkbcbA
jtvuwarl yfcqwuwari , yfcabebA
yfcwuwari yfcwuwari •
Tense V
T W  (Akp)
«
8£g.aei»-.. a.£*±JL
PANTS ASANTB
lol.
tfflnutlT* MasaiIt* Afflraativc lapktlTa Aff lraatira lagatlva Taa
alfiU alrlbk rttttM M b t ■Oni
vlribk lrfkk lrXIU iMbl ■m — i ri
Tansa Z brlbb trlkbi obbi o3wm.fi
I r m i»lbk 5rikbi Itbi itai
ytrffbk ytribk h fi k M ylibi Tctaai
^ribl bteflbl hdarlfcbi adbbi -dt— f
« t r m «5rlbl ■brlibt jnkbi
■Kbit ateat ■Ibk alabil akbi alaalayt
ad abb vCtaR&X Ibl ldbat/ wdabi adaatayc
wtbk 5m a I «tbl Wbtt nbi okatayc
m tnmat Mbfti abi ckatayc Viz
jrtfbb ytaaat jrUbb ytabal ytabi ytaatayc
■dtbl a M | i hdaibk hidbtl adabi odnRayc
atfbk iIm a } nlbk aMbat ytabi ytaatayc
alba! ■UflMd ■lbal atabi albaayc afcaci
adbaX lbtt kabi wdbkayc adaaai
sbal «hai tbal wkabi kbaayc akaai
cbal »b»t . . wkabi tbaaya
a— c * VIII
ytbai ytaaai ytMl ykabi ytbaayc ytaaai
udbat adkaai tadabil blailbi adbkaya ■daih A
latbat «6wai ibbat wakabft ytbaayc ytaaai
! n » U  A and B
m tun?)_______m u_______ iaMZi
AffimatlT* Itgatln AfflxaatiTa Hagatlaa Affiraatira ■•SatIra
alaurt ■lata ■lakrt ■tali ■tart altai
adaart fQtaa4 labrl Iftkt ataara wi1Ab &
tarl sftta tart t a t stara
tart |aii tart otai tfaara ■tat Tani
z;
yctaijtart jrtaat ytikrt jvlki ytmara
■tart atata htabta hdfcbt ataara
wStmrl atata atabrt
atabi ytaara yaffai
tat t n
*
tafcbi krl k U  Tana*
X
Group* A and B
a u m
nrl, lit, * tall, long.
lOO
m u CRJAIO (Aplrada)
Affiraatira Affiraatira lacatira
alb* mimmA a m alcbt
Tenaa z
ftba f mi4 b t m
11a saa4 M 1 M U
bba oaa& m M A I
jrtba jraaab tulM UlbcM
Ubt biii M M AlbtM
btba V°— f b a m laibAI
b a m laaWM
alrali alqrAli alkpa aCCqakpa
trail tijwlll bkpa abdtyakpa
brail bjgwbli bkpa aMtqakpa
brail bqrftll k H bbtqakpa
jrbrall 7bqrA talkpbkpa talbCqakpukpa
btrall blajri ialkpbkpa dnlbtqakpakpa
btrall Mqri baukpukpa baabffqakpakpa
laakpokpa tmbtqakpukpa
no.
warl, ct*. - Ull( long.
m jw a._____ «ua»0 (APirsds)
tM£lmatir* JlsgailT* AfflmatlT* XSg&tlTS
alktji
Iteys
alqsfs
sqsyA
M W
IWW
a » W
tWIM
Tens*
2X2
U B y i eqsyi M W IWIW
bksys sqsfi 1WW WIW
jr» W * InlWW laltttW
be^ syi dnlbtbC laiWIW
bktajt fesqayA I W M W
M W W
5sbWIU
Im WIW
■ltoiyfc a l M W
IMjh tw w w
tk l^ l Tens* 2X2 W W W Tens* 2X2
I
I y m ,fc
a l M W
liliUW
■ •
Tens*
XT
I  M U | l »I(WW
I  M U | l &bkM W
1
IsliMW
(Ml Tens* T
I I I .0 w m  A and B 
IZJWA 00AXQ (ApiraAa)
■ 1 U M ■ U M alftactft
I1I U ft a m ftWaiM
iUbl Tanaa X l a m IMaiM
» u u a i m btlatbl
} » U U m m cnfhaaaftft
t i i m tfnicbft lalkaaU
t t i m otaiU ftatMaiM
l a a m laaWatU
alya adteMll a i m a i m
nftya IteUIl wttfta I M M
ly. fttstftll ftaftfta (a) u m
1X. I U U I 1 lalta H I M
ytya yttcto&ll lattH l a i M M
Mya MteMll i a i m lailaM
Mya M u i m lauMM
lattlw taaWM
IZBKA
QrWPS A aad B
QUAMO (A>lr«4«)
AffllUtlT* Bafatlva AffiraatlTa VagatlT* Tsaaa
■Jiili ■1A M  a&M ■ M M  Miaac
iyall w— A AM sMaaa
Ay nil yaaaA K M aWfltot
m i
Kyall j m m k M Minns
Myall jraaaA aalM lalftaas
Myall fcaaaA AalM AaXBaas
Myall M a i AaaM DiuMtw
• taaM Iw M h k
alaalA ■AM ■1M alaaM
ijtli a m M M A M M
ayslA A M AM A M M IX
ayalA A M 1M 1M M
yayalA roll aKIM AalMM
MyalA M M AalM AalM
1 MyalA M M AalM AaaM
ikkt U u M
I Mia ■AM M M M
1 MyalA M a A M AM* A M M X
*T A6>L£ \4-.
C-MHg— .9. and Z)
IfeB. .Ygg».f 
to r po * out
Os Adsngas •
Affimstlss It|ttlTO AfflmstlT* ISSstlT*
llfo ■ M M l M fpai
M o Of 08 bps bpOl
M o Of 08 bps bpOi
T«ns«
Mfo «0f0b sips abptfl X
aptfo apOfOb apt ps aptpal
tafo ( s sps . bpOi •
kr« Of Ob
■lft ■IfOkb
M l OfOkb
M l OfOkb Tense
idfl ■OfOkb
II
alifl apffOkb
Mcfl laOfdkb
M l OfOkb
___
I W-.
9 m g - . ff. and.1
fe > po r out
0* M « B f N
Affliutlt* Iifttln tffinatln Iiltiin
mitt* !*• - pbt
6ot Iqi - p«« t M  - pb«
4«f4 I n u  X t-p*« Iw h
XXX
wftaflfd vmxp-v— A M * p l «
ajrtaBftf njrtqc-po* n>«b*-p3«
teuflftf
h f i
KM*p%«
1 mitt
2 Itfl 
S Wfl
1 «6of6
2 n jrftifb
3 iMifb
U f l
■IfAiJ
dfAq
if«4
xtt*
ay€f«Q
W f < 4
<f«0
laipb
M p »
W p t
wfcm&pb
n y ia lp t
Tm u
XIX l«ut
IT
I i€
Os Adangme
tffliutln SogatlT* Aff iraatl-va Hagatira
■iri •Itaft Ipt Itopb
tfftf
s
IkiN Apt Ikapl
IN CcaN Apt Akopb •
- Taaaa
wit$ •ft aft •ipt •aktpb V
W I N ayttaft nyfpb ajrakApb
talfl Mkafl ipb ikapb
tfl fkaft
aifbs ipbtf
Ifn
*
bpat
V u Tanaa Z tpaf Taaaa Z Taaaa
TZ
a&faa Apo£
nyafos \ ajrtpaf
bat f os tpatf
kfos
ft ttft gf ktpb
ajrtffta nyftafob
m?V
w b ) > p M
W U ' P N
vbatht-poa
lathi-paa
Tnu III
Tana*
T ana*
Taaaa
T A B L E
Sat
Tha Vrb 
yi ■ go 
tfflnatln lagatln
  Ilia»— — ***— — ■■■■■■ ■■I— — — ■  ... .
81 alyl ayaaiyl a
8 lyl alyl a
S lyl alyl a
PI
alayl alayl a
8 alayl alayl a
8 Tlyl wdaayl a
ZX alyl ayaalyl a
lyl ate.
<yi
alayl
allyl
alayl
XZZ alylaa ayaalylna a
lylna ate.
iylaa 
.alaylaa 
alaylaa 
alylaa
Affirmative Iifatin
ItBM IV akl«*]riyiil
olo-yiyal
UWriyiai
mlolo-yiyi*
wOlt-yiyiH
ajroaftlft-jrljrial • 
it*.
Tm i i  V ilw«rl7li
ftno-jriyl*
\ ,4 , . ■
ftaft-ylyi* 
al«A*riyli 
mloao-ylylt
w4nfi-yiyi*
nyftaAnft-yiyiA t 
oto.
I M H  VI alai-yijrii
laft-yiyl*
■lui-riyii 
alM*rlrii
v6an&-ylyi4
ayftaAno-yiyl* ft 
•to.
Ewe
US,
yi - go
Affirmative Negative
4
ILense VII menSA-yiyiill ny%m6noit-yiyim b
%n5b-yiyiifi etc.
t
SnoV-yiyiill
mfenob-yiyiift'
mienSb-yiyiifli
w6noli-yiyixft
Tense VIII mble - yiyi - g6 ny%m61% ~ yiyi-g6 b
%le - titi - g6
•
etc.
61% - yiyi - g6
mfelb - yiyi - gS
mlele - yiyi - g6
w61% - yiyi - g£
Tense IX yi m6gAyi o
mlyi
f
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4 : LEXICON.
Introductory Note : in establishing the 3 groups the primary
evidence is lexical; i.e. within each 
group a proportion of the total lexicon 
(affixes and radicals) is common to 2 
or. all languages.
Obviously, the entries in any shared 
vocabulary of this sort are like-ly 
to be of 3 major types:
(i) primary: i.e. for which it is not
possible or necessary to postulate a
source external to the language group
as it is ourwirtly constituted, now
(ii) derived: i.e. acquired directly or 
indirectly by the individual languages 
from a source external to the group.
(iii) diffused: i.e. originating in one 
of the languages of the group and thence 
acquired directly or indirectly by other 
languages of the group.
Entries of type (ii) are usually recognizable 
by direct historico-cultural evidence , e.g. 
book, lorry,bread etc and other European
loans.
Entries of type (iii) are more difficult to identify and 
since ultimately the only valid proof of loaning is the historical 
fact of pxtmx an entry’s prior existence in one language , the 
accurate recognition of either type (ii),or (iii) cannot be 
guaranteed.(1)
An attempt , however, has been made to exclude 
all such entries fr0m the examples of common radicals given 
in the following pages , since the 3 types of entry have different 
historical implications and involve different types of linguistic
relationship.
Under each group heading then a number of radicals 
common to the group are set out by way of example and in every 
case are quoted with notes on the phonological transformation 
rules involved.
(l) In this field the historical evidence , whether from literar y 
documents or whatever source is notoriously meagre. The earliest 
extant text in Twi is the word list of P(eter) D(e) M(arees) , 
Beschryvinghe ende Hisxorische Verhael Van Het GOUT KONINCKRIJK 
Van GUNEA. Amstelredam . 1602 For the other languages source material 
begins much later.
n \
l*V\G*ts
In this -pnpsr the following features of a word 
are considered, among others, as evidence of borrowingt
(1) phonological irregularity* 
e.g. (a) p in Ewe
p« ^ Twit pfef, chisel. * (see page4 7  )
(b) si in Gbugbla Adangme
t in this dialect the juncture a s +  i
is realised phonetically /Ji/>
slkll ^ ?r* sucre.
(o) tones in all languages
e.g. (Aeante) Twit dk5, parrot £?
ki»£taf paper (Port, carta)#
the unique tonal pattern of borrowed words being
first established by a comparison of loans lden-
2.
tifiable, on other evldenee# e.g. kratS and 
kMkyi ^clerk# p&rdsi / police, and dukd £ Dutch 
dock.
(2) morphological transparency*
a word conmon to more than one language, if it 
is obviously a secondary formation in one language 
(and irreducible in others) is assigned to that
1. The examples arc purposely taken from westermann's 
’Das Tschi und Guang'# and vDle Westlichen 
Sudanspraohen’ to support later criticism of his 
classification of these languages*
2* In names for obvious cultural innovations. 'A,
jaa.
l»nguag« and eliminated as a diffusion* 
e.g. pa».n«, as*, die - in Ga 
Psanl - in Ouang
L  paani1, ^  para (v) sew * <11, thing
Ewe* ablotwirl, Europe 
Vwii fcburo ♦ kylrl 
Twii kylri « land 
or. oburoui ■ nan oi"buro"
European in See is yevu.
(3) topologyi s-o page /l/_6
when all possible entries of types (2) and (3) 
have been eliminated there still remains within aaeh 
Croup a fairly large corpus of ' primary' entrices 
eo. . .on to all the languages or the group* The 
figures given in Table /6 are based on comparelive 
Hats of radoela made for the reapeetlve groups.
For Croup a ♦ b , for example, a list of the first 
1,000 common radicals2* in Twi was made end 
equivalent lints compiled for Ouang and Ksenta.
Btriot Identity of semantic funetlon was demanded
1. of. also lengtn of vowel nleewh re analysed sa a 
junetural prosody In Twi.
2. (simple monosyllables (<JV) and extended mono* 
syllables, i.e. CV * the extensions enumerated 
on ,*ge SI, only)
103.
of any word pair admitted for comparison andt
undoubtedly a less rigorous method would produce
higher and no less valid percentage figures, but
it was felt that in the first instance, the
evidence provided by well attested pairs only
was sufficient to establish the relationship
thesis.
postulated in this paper.
Language Pairs
Twi-Baema 
Twi-Guang 
Hseaa -Guang 
G&- Adangrae
Sot
124.
Table 16*
Radicals Counted Common to both Per Centum
~.languages.
737 198 27.
695 147 21
712 133 18.
672 210 31.
counted are
(1) Compound radicals
(2) Established loans,
V
I2 S
GROUP A
Hotes: the following transformation rules apply:
(1) Twl p g Nserar* kp 
m-pa (n) 'mat e-kpa 
p* (n) similar tpe
pu (t ) refuse kpu
am-pa truly aqm-gba1* 4^po.)
(2) Twl b r Nzema h
\-ba-/ (n) stick ba-ka
/ %
bj. (n) some bj-e
bu-e (▼) open by-ke
(3) Twl b 5 Nzema m a * b)2#
a-ba (n) seed a-ma t b ^ ? )
e-bi-r-i (n) time m-mi-ka 
bogya (n) blood m-mogya
/
ya
(4) Twl b 5 Nzema y 
ba (n) child
o-ba-a (n) woman ^-1®
£-bt (n) prowerb i-yc-lc
(5) Twl t 5 Nsema t
ti (▼) feel, hear ti
e-tj-r*£ (n) head t^-le
to-q (▼} sell to-ni
TI See note on page 2 7
2. See note on page xy
126.
(6) Twl t i Kzema db • t1.
(T)
(8)
(9)
(10)
V * MdM
o-ta-m (n)
sui uu t w
cloth s-dha-nll
n-ta (n) twin n-dha-le•
«♦ o ^
 
• * 9 ball
v / 
e-dho-ke
Twl d 1 Nze.ua d
da (r) sleep da
dl (y ) eat dl
Twl k. kw s kzema k. kv
ka-w (y ) bite ka
ka-1 (y ) remembs r ka-kyi
kfl- (n) 1 ku-
kwa-w (y ) daub ku-kwa (rtdufl.^ki
and with nasal preflxt
*)~kwa (n) life
force
\
ij-gwa*jnli
\ /
(n) shea
butter
Twl k s Nzema h * kz*
o-ko-m (n) hunger c-ho-ni
ku-nu (n) husband -hu-nli
Twl s S Nzema
gu-w (v) alack gu 
and
i)u (£n * gu?) (n) oil iju-U £ (f) t «u-?)
1* See note on page x7
2. See note on page '2")
10-7.
\
(11) Twl.fw l
gwa (n) stool bja
gwa-w (t ) flog bia
gwa-rl (y) batho bja
Twl ? * Ksoaa f
fi*f*i (▼} buy or
9 soil on
erodlt
fo-w (y ) wot fo
e-fy-n-y (n) corpse fy-1}
(13) Twl 8 1 Nsooia s
sa-w (y) seoop sa
n-sa (n) hand si-is
 ^ \
•-Bi-ij (n) piece al-nll
(1*) Twl B 1 NlBBa B ■ B1,
n-ea-wa (n) funeral n-*a-ba(i)
money
b / . \
n-sy (n) water n-sy-lo
n-s0 (n) ashes n-sCZ-nll
(15) Twl h s Hsoaa h
a-h8 (n) afternoon a-hK
ht-n-J (y) shut hj
hy-w (y) winnow by
(16) Twl h i Nsoma f » hy
i-hj (n) toaslng a-fj
hj-a (y) poor Ij-a
la See note on pago 2 7
A . $€€ c*v p*^ ?€ ,
(17) Twl h g Usema xi
ha (n) outside iju
hy (t ) see xjy
(18) Twl I » hy1* * Nzema y 
fj-a (▼) meet yj-a
fi-r-a (v) bless y}-r-a
(19) Twl jw g hyw1* S_ Nzema w 
Jwi-w (▼) bale out wl
h-fwl-a/ (n) sand a-wT-a
(20) Twl tf ■ Icy2, 1 lltMa k
a-tj i-n-i (n) drum kl-nli
tfl-r-c-e^(y) write ks-l-s
(81) Twl tf e Icy g Itgema h . k3»
n-tfs-xj (n) side a-he-nle
a-tfl (n) morning a-hT
(22) Twl di - gy » Nzema dz m gy4* 
dza-i (v) stop dza-tfl
a-dza (n) father a-dza
a-dzwl (v) cool dzwu
dzwi (v) hack dzwi
a-dzwy-ma (n) cork a-dzj-ma^
diwl-w (n) louse dz}-ke
1. See note en page xC
2. See note on page i-i
3. See note on page zi
4. See note on page i £
5. See note on page zlo
dze (v) receive d^e
dzj-dxe (v) tinkle d}e-d}e
a-die (n) deliverance a-lie-le**
1. Where
(24) Twi a b Kzeaa m
ma (▼) give a&
(n) nation aa-nll
a-m6i n-u (n) freon a-jau-nl;
Twl n 5 Hzetoa n
»i (r) be ni
•-nj (*») honour
nu-a (r) drink nu
n\f (y) •tir nv
Twl n > Kieaa ny
a-nj (n) eye o-nye
e-n}-nl (n) python kT-nyi-n
1*1 ny s »*««a ny
nya (▼) get nya
nya-y (v) insipid nya-nil
nyj--y (▼) grow nyj
T»i ay* i Vseaa xi
ny wi-n-i (v) bitter Aju-nli
jjywi-n-i (v) weave 9ft
Jjywf-n-i (v) leak
1 • d, eee note on page 2 j
Twl w i Ksenia w 
wa-ri (v) long 
a-wo (n) snake
a-wj-a (n) eun 
wyi (v) die
m j U L - S l S B i  J
V •/ t
o-yi-r-i (n) wife 
ye-g (v) rear
Notes:
GROUP A + Bi
The following transformation rules apply: 
Vowels:- 
(i)
(2)
(3)
Twi i 5 Guemr i
Sf-u(n) pieee
n-sj-a(n) 6
ki-ri(v) eatoh kyi-pi
hX-m (▼) blow
nose
/I
Twl e s
8-be-13 (n) horn
✓ * 
a-be-ri
e-k3 (n) side
% / 
ny-kys-
n-ta-tn (n) oath d-t?
a-dse(n) fire
"--- /
•-ptya
hire1* (V) mix fra
(4) Twft q f frMng.J2
do (▼) lore do
/ / 
po-w (n) knot kpo
to^w (n) ball i-to
1. Note: radicals ere ha and fa, both with
r-infix. See page bo
132.
Twi u s Qua rut u
n-su (n) water n-tsy
dy-d (n) tail a-dy
sjL-ra (v) support pmsy
Twi u = Guam? wCel
n-sd (n) ashes / o n-swe
tu (v) err tw?
ku (v) fight kwe
5nants:-
Twi P £ Gua m? kr1*
pa (v) skim kpe
po-w (n) knot kpo
B
'■&1
** n) 1,000 a-k^i
Tjul, b, E ,
ba (y) come be
bi-m (n) innocence
/
bi
a-be-Q (n) horn
/ \ 
a-be-ri
Twi b = Guancr f
ba-u (n) fence e-fS
by-e (v) 
bu-n (n)
open
bark
/y-pk}
/
fu-ri
Twi 1 5 Guam? t
n-ta^m (n) oath  ^. a n-te
1. p * p only In presumed loans from Twl; see note page 12
133
/ , . / a
tow (n) ball Ito
(1 1 )
(12)
twS (▼) err tu
(9) Twl a 8 Gusng a
do (v) do
\ / , S * Adua (n; tall adyi
e-du (n) lo i-dy
(10) Twl k. tr = k.v m Ouang fc
k£ (t ) say ke
\ / , N 
XJ-kra (n; blood r-kra/
*-ky-np (n) husband a-ku-ri
kyi-ri (▼) catch ki-ri
ny-ky/-xK n) side e-ke
Twi kw 5 Guam? ko
o-kwa-qCn) road tfk-kpe
13-kw^ (n) life X?n-kp4
force
Twi ct 5 Guana by
gwa-ri (v) bathe bj.e
e-gwa (n) stool /-bj.e
Twl i 5 Guanc h
% / ✓
a-fl (n) comb a-hl
f-r-a/ (*fa)(v) mix hire^
fy-nji(n) corpse hu-n?•
Twi a • Guam? 8
^-sa (n) war CO • 
\
TO *>
>
'p1*HW 6 8 J-C
S 4  / \n-su (n) ashes
/ O 
n-8we
(14) ?JafA. 5 _ .Q.ua,ng ,.t
n-ea (n)
/ „
strong drink n-te
bS (v ) finish te
sj-u (n) piece
/
(15) Twi 8 5 _Guana is
•a (v) cure 18C
80 (v) try,
peck
160
n-sy (n) water N . /n-tsji
(16) Twi h,f s hy S Guana f
hl-m (v) blow
nose
ft
hu-n-u(v) dissolve fd-o
(n) fear
/ & 
i-fu
hye-xi (▼) blow /e-rj
(17) Twi hw = Guana f v
hwa (v) beg for 
food
fie
hwa-m(v) smell fI-n-e
(18) Twi m £ Guana ©
x 7 w  \ 7 0a-raa-ni( n; gum e-mc
\ / . \ y
a-mj.-m( n) preed s-mj
mp-e (▼) shut rap
I3S.
(19) Twl n 5 Guang n
a-na-n (n) 4 ne
nl-in (y) know nj
/ / \ / a-nu (n; mouth a-nu
(2°) T>A w.s Suang w
wi-a (wu-a) (v) steal 
o-w}-a (n) sun
wp (y) die
wp-rf
(21) Twl w s Guang k
wu (v) give birth ku-kl ( Km .)
/ / x /c-wu (n) honey a-ku
Notes:
156
OR HUP c + r>
The following trensformation rules apply: 
Consonants:-
(i)
(4)
p8 (v) 
pift (y) 
po (t )
Adansme fc
do
irritate
eut
si Ga b
ii
11s
fo
Tt>8 (v) sweep bl
b£ (n) horn lAl-e
ba (v) come ba
Adansme b
bo (y) grow old gbo
g-bo- (In compounds) foreign -
Adarucme b m Ga m
ba (y) borrow, ma
lend
b-l-a (n) gum
% t
a-ma
(5) Adaname t S Oa t
/ . . / 
te (n) stone tE
ti (n) sheep too1*
tu (v) Jimp tu
(6) Adangme d g Ga_d
do (n) grief do
dd (▼) catoh du
(7) gftJLg
da (y) right dza
do (y) danoe dzo
du (y) ha the dzu
(8) .-.5ft Js* ,1a
(▼) give as a „ ke 
present
led (y) break across ku
kue (n) neck wie*’
kuo (v) climb kwo
(9 ) Atefigfltt g,.5.. ,9a R
ga (n) garden egg gS
gugdo (n) nose gugo
gSgS (n) black ant gaga
(10) Adangme g S Ga it
' / X xga (n) advice paa
ga (n) aeft paa
g^g5 (n) cymbal popo
See note on page -8
*8v- gfrn nntr 0 ” Pag»
(18)
(13)
Ada none kt> S Ga ki>
kpe (▼) meet kpe
kpe (▼) chip off kpe
kpo (n) knot kpo
Adangme gb * Ga gb
gba (n) bridge a-gba
gbl (▼) dry rt-l-I
gbo (y) die gbo
Adangme f  = Ga f
H  (v) tie a
fli (t ) winnow i  li­
/tt (v) rise, eg. 
of dough
ft
Adangme fy ■ Ga iw
fi* (y) set on edge JwS
fie (y) play / we
fio (y) suck /wo
Adangme z = Ga f 1
zla (n) sand
/
/la
za-rai (n) urine
%
Ja-mo
zi-gbi (n)ground
* / % 
ji-kpon
Adangme 8 s Ga 8
sa (n) mat
s
saa
se (n) stool all
8-1-6 ( maU se-r-eA _«ft-A
Ada m m e  a g Ga f-
aC (t) burn /*
•t (▼) leave St
•» (t ) take
leave of
/•
AflfllMBM ft I  QkJk
hf (v) Firm hC
he (▼) accept ha
hB (t) weed ha
v. *
m  (r) full up yi
hi* (v) white ye
with eontextual natality
hie (n) yeeterday Jnye
hto (n) debt nyS-mo
hua (y ) hard we
huo (y ) a leap wo
hue (n) tomorrow wo
Mflflia
mi (y) build mi
ml (y ) swallow ml
d  (n) fort m5o
(31) Adanatae m g O* m
moan (n) mud rwote
m3 (ralo) (▼) laugh tmS
(22) Mangme m g  Ga h
m-l-fi (y) coil round b-l-a 
morao (n) pity mobo
mo (n) you bo
(23) Adangme HL ■ Qa m
% ^ --
m5 (n)
----------a,
person 1no
^  . %
mu ( n ) ^ ^ o i l A nu
(24) Adangme n * Ga n
% i , \ nane (n) foot
%
nane
na (y) get na
n5 (y) fight no
(25) Adangme ny s Ga ny
nyS* (n) mother
%nye
nye (r) hate nye
nye (v) walk ny-i-e
(26) Adaname ny_S__Ga n
nyu (n) water S
%
Ga nu
nyu-mu (n) male B Ga nuu
(27) Adangme a  ii.aa-a
3* (▼) shut 13a
1Q-1-S (v) wither ria-l-a
30 (n) salt \XJO
Adamsne nm 5 Ga nm
ljms (n) food
ijrae (n) palm
kernel
Qrmle (n) bell
Adangme 1 i5 Ga 1
le (▼) rear
le (n)
a
canoe
lA (n) meat
•
Adanarae ts = Ga ta
tse (n) father
tsd (n) too much
tsG (n) room
Adaiuzme dz • Ga dz
dza (v) worship
dze (v) resemble
dzo (v) cool
Aaamzme w 5 Ga w
wo (n) fetish
*o (r) wear
wu (▼) smear
hxmaa
%/XPme
ijmle
le
le-lc
loo
tse
t a u
dza
d z o
/ • 
wo-ij
wo
wu
( 3 3 )  A dangm e wy 5  Ga dzw
wia (y) break dzwa
/ % /  \ /  » 
e w i e  ( n ;  4  e d z w e
1 4 2 .
(34) Adangme y Z qft
*
ye (v) scoop water y«
7 0 (n) woman yo.
4* Lexicon (contd)*
* " * , . fcfc <? *V ^ * *“* ' ~ . ? '* • * ’. V • *# ? » ’ - ’ ' * * ' V*’#
Under thie heading may he considered the outstanding problem 
of the Interrelation of the 3 groups so far established , since 
much of the argument centres on the lexical affinities of the 
6 languages*
A preliminary note is required on the ambiguity of
the term "related* as used by earlier writers on the languages of
; ‘ • *
T •• *' >  >- v/*5y? r.'Sr--.x- r.' ^  .• ' .%Ay*'. »»“%  ^  f  ^  * yj
the Sudan and Guinea Coast in general and on the Volta River 
language* in particular. Caught in the lawless revelry of similarity
I
as William James used to put It, these writers hare tended on the 
whole to emphasize a superficial resemblance between the languages 
of this area and to neglect the more important differences which 
make necessary at least a primary grouping of the type adopted here(l)
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Though by comparison a scholarly and sober work, Delafosse's 
artificial classification based on two quite arbitrarily selected 
diagnostic criteria (class prefixes and tone) falls under this heading 
see. bibliography , Delafosse 1924*
(1) The only consent possible on this type of classification is 
Plato*, on th* word «b.rbaroi«. in many oa.es th. -related
language, ar. dlmllar only in being different from the Indo 
Suropean norm.
Others have attempted natural olasslficatlons. t * X  
Cf. A.N. Tucker’s elaborate"definition"of a Sudanlc language 
which lists 16 attributes. (1)
Since classification is essentially arbitrary and 
pragmatic both types of classification and their concomitant 
and different usages of the term"relatedN are equally valid, 
if pre-defined. (2) But these classificatory schedules are 
frequently held to hare historical implications , i.e. are put 
forward as ’phylogenetic ' (3). This alone demands some 
examination of the differentia used. Most commonly these are 
listed as
(i) Phonetic : Mention has already been made of Belafosse’i
criterion of tone. Green (4) has suggested 
refinements . A
t characteristic sounds, e.g. kp,gb and 
the implosiyes ’b and fd. *
(1) The Eastern Sudanlc Languages • vol 1. 1940 p.56.
4
(2) cf. JtR.71rth ,Speech, 1930, p55. (of Butch,Banes,Swedes and 
the English) "If we consider their phonetic habits in the 
common sensual life ,these people speak kindred languages.*
(3) cf. especially Carl Melnhof .,ZK 1.
(4) The Classification of West African Tone Languages! Igbo and 
Eflk. Africa vol XIX ,3, 1949. It is not clear what type of 
classification Green has in mind but obviously it can only 
be an artificial classification in the most restricted sense 
of t he term. Using her differentia Ga could not be grouped 
with Adangme despite the obvluosly close relationship that 
exists between the two languages in almost every other respect.
(2} morphological i Mention hao already been made of
Delafoeaefe use of nominal prefixes.
Other and more dubious criteria are 
for example9 that"the singular and plural
>*'v • • \ . . - •**./“ * V  • ; •'* •; %’*7 : V 'w T>.. • ;■ r*’ i. •;*-
of nouns le not nonally distinguished"! 
that"there la no oase in nouns" and "no 
mood in verbs". (1)
(3) syntaotlo and/or
semantic, i these vary from1criteria* of the type9
"the adjectire precedes or follows (slo)
the noun it qualifies" to the more
elaborate hypotheses of Schober (2) and
Blok, (3)
thOii*
The riew taken in this paper may be summarized as follovss
(1) cf, Westermann 9e.g, "Charakter und Binteilung der Sudans- 
spraohen " Africa (1935),
(2) "anschauungsfuhlle" - of, Pie Semantlsohe Gestalt des 3we9 
Anthropos9vol 28, pp 621*632 • "So 1st der Ball denkbar dass * 
Spraohen trots rersohledenen Wortschatses9trots verschiedener 
Grammatlkf Phonetik usv, doch in der Art rerwandt slnd 9wie 
sle gegebenes Geisteegutspraohllch gestalten9d h rerwandt in 
semantlstftier Beslehung,"
(3) ’ lokalisae","polaritelt9" "onsekerhelds-relatle"9 etc, of, 
Afrlkanlstlsohe Taalwetenschap0problemen 9Taak en Pool
Leiden 1950,
146.
fa-) that the use of such evidence for special and ad hoc
_Vj *
(i.e, artificial) classifications is valid "but that the 
existing schedules are to^wide . For example there is a
marked difference between the fairly elaborate nominal
^ t'S
prefix system of the languages of this ..paper i-e- Group
A plus B and the morphological process of prefixation
in the languages of Groups C plus D and E and again between
these and the grammatical concord systems of Bantu,
(b) that in general, common phonae^hetic and categorial habits 
such as these present not a proof but a problem. ii 
cases the answer to this problem can be found in a 
of "diffusion". The view has already been expressed 
insufficient attention has been paid in African com] 
linguistics to the two important factors of geograpl 
contiguity and continuity, c^) these factors have already 
been attributed certain lexical affinities , i.e. caiques 
liUc Guang asukwsi by analogy from Twi asusi^re^fing 
and simple borrowings
(i) note also the difficulties of classifying the 6
•. ^  . fhesi*languages of this -jaap ep by the verbal systems: both
language types have certain attributes in common but 
cf. the complex system of 10 tenses in the languages
of Group A plus B (with tense and negation by prefix)
and the much less complex system of the verb in the
languages of Group C plus I) and E (with negation by 
suffix or special sign.
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Caetreat G»* duitds £ ?wi - tree / m  
Adan^e* iitfbe 11 ^ J£wei ttgbell
It le equally feasible to appeal to diffusion In 
certain oaaee to explain departures fro* tu* established 
language type. for example* it i* wot unreasonable to 
aeeuiee tu»t tae Ga eyeten of accentuation# waica differ# 
markedly fro* toe Adangae# le due to Twl Influenee on 
Ga opeeod. Similarly# the existence of true iabio-
i * *$ •r> * ,a s
paletfele In Ga and Cu^ tsg dialect# bordering on Twl 
speaking territory# and tho growing tenoeney to palette 
illation of weiare1* In thee# dialects and to tu# 
labial lent ion of we-lars in o«# are not iapro** oly »
* v  ijl
innovations due to Twi. At another level# too# recourse 
le made to this argunent to explain difference# of syntax 
and aorphclogy between (la And Ad n^ao.
It le not insignificant that Atikngne resetabiee the 
geographically contiguous 3we In possessing# for except# # 
a definite article1** ana in forcing noalnale of a
X
eyeelxl type by reduplication of the verbal base 9
1. Jee net# on page H
!• ef. Adungnesteo c># teo o«as# the tree# the trees#
and Gni teo i«# tool le (le 5 3rd p.e. pronoun 
cf. Twit due nu# the tree and ittu# he# hi*).
3. of* page# £/ and 4
Hcrfe. 0). U f S '/*> /A.f$« ur&AX*
A.«C«>€h<&». Cabled. II^ S fhdsis 
yo//ia/tJw f 
l * * b i o  t r - ^ lA .r~ tx & J r tc ^ x  lf c c ^ e L  
lcJrtmJ.ll 4,/tZfe.
(K^£ C c n \rv \o n , foh-cfuzAZc h^-h^Ms
Jn.il- a.S A.ir
a.u*vw"€ ,
ouv>.d. l£e. 
fry tX<K.in^ Cc.dJt<rru pn-rptrSes.
whereas Ga resembles Twi la the one eaee In ite suppletive uee 
of the 3 p. s. pronoun and laoh of the redupliemtiTe proeeee in the 
ether.
In the present writer9s view » the special conditions 
obtaining in the Gold Coast(and much of Vest Africa)i.e. almost 
universal bilingualism , frequent intertribal marriage and the 
political ascendancy of the Afcan peoples give added credibility 
to a diffuslonist theory of this type.
In the last resort,of oourse9 many of these "semantic
C^ r\cJLU lQ)
affinities aAoan only be explained as due to the unavoidable
necessity of classifying epcrienoe in speech with an obviously
Halted number of categories and physiological posslblltles of
articulation. Por Instance it is interesting to note that in all
g languages
"brother/sister i mother98 child, of Twi nua (nl and ba)|Ga 
nyeml (nyu and bl) etc.
"believe" is expressed as a serial predicate " take, eat • of. Twi 
gyi’di | Ga he t «tc*
but this is at most equivalence of semantic function not Identity
of sememe unless a phonological correspondence can be established •
H \e s is
This type of equivalence has been represented in this -pap#? by the 
symbol 2 which signifies that it is to be Ignored for purposes 
of the main argument, of. page 64> Hsoma kyj jf Twi ba.
(o) the type of relationship envisaged for the languages of the
Yk*s\s
3 groups established in this pnanv is of a different order and
has implications of some form of common elaboration either fcjt
divergent 9 convergent or reticulate.
It is now possible to dlsouss the question whither 
the languages of all 3 groups are Interrelated in tais wav.
14$,
The only writer to bring forward detailed 
evidence in support of this view is Westermann, who 
makes the five languages1* a major sub-group (Bwe-Tschi 
Gruppe) of the so-called Kwa family* In his "Das 
Tschi und Guang", a considerable amount of lexical 
material is produced for comparison; from it certain 
deductions are made as to an earlier common vocabulary; 
the method used also Involves the reconstruction of
o
an imposing nunber of hypothetical radicals* 
Westermann is generally considered to have proved his 
case,• but the present writer believes that, irrespective 
of the truth or not of Westerraann’s basic hypothesis, 
the picture he presents is misleading. The relation­
ship specified for these languages is a genetic 
relationship, and an uncritical reader of his paper
might be forgiven for assuning it a close or recent
thatsone. It is not the purpose of this.papas categorically 
to deny that these languages are related in this way, 
but rather to emphasize the remoteness of the relation­
ship and the difficulties of its proof. Since the
1. Die Westlichen Sudansprachen, 1927.
2. The total of such radicals listed in "Dae Tschi 
und Guang,f is 511, but not all, of course, are 
presumed domraon to all five languages.lt is s««*ficcinr;
that tire n*u*\b£r of such radicals iereiahvety small.
3. Greenberg, for example, calls him Han eminently 
cautious observer*’.
ISO-
evidence acceptable to the present writer is largely 
negative, the simplest method appears to he an 
examination of Westermann1s own data in some detail.
The evidence he presents seems unacceptable on 
several counts. Some of these have been mentioned 
previously in different connections: they are -
(1) failure to recognize loans; of many, one or two 
examples will suffice:
rust
Two: qkfinnare, Ga: nkanale, Ewe: akada; 
but
qkannare in Twi / nea ekannade s that which
affects iron1*
: similarly,
Twi: agyanka (n) orphan ^  agya xyka = father not
left
is equated with the Ewe wo adza. to expose orphan 
children.
(2) the degree of latitude allowed in the semantic 
equations, e.g.:
: Ewe: vi, child m Twi: obi, person2*
: Ewe: ku, die - Twi: ku, kill3*
ix8ttaoctki>i xwaik « 11gwivxeeewefr
1. However improbable to speakers of Indo European
such compounds may seem, they are very frequently
to be found in Twi and Ewe.
2. child is'ba /
3. die is<wu^
/*!
: Ga: gblo9 wash - Twi: guare1’
s Gat mlUf powder * Twit aduru^. 
t Kve: maf nleht s Twi: m9 negation3*
(3) the partial nature of the phonological corres- 
pondeneeet e.g.
t Ewe: axa9 side * Twi: nkao (/ la? (ale))
t Ewe: (dhe) bala, palmwedel s Twi: bergw
: Ewe: wf9 durohsauert aeln r Twi: boij9 penetrate aa
loren doea 
the douf£i
but alao
Ewe: wS9 rleohen m Twi: bop9 smell.
1. Twi: guare la Engllah 9bathe9 for which the Ga 
la du.
9. Ga: mlu la duat9 Twi: aduru la medicine ^ dua9 tree 
of. Ga: Jo/a / tjo m tree.
3. m la one only of a ewer a 1 realisations of m.
ISZ.
But when much of the lexical evidence h&e been 
eliminated under these headings, there still remains 
certain seemingly valid corresponiences which can only 
be expla i» d by one of two hypotte see:-
(1) that they are true vestiges of the postulated 
proto-language;
(2) that they are loans from a nt rlod earlier than the 
inception of current phonological and morphological 
habits with regard to borrowings, for example,
Ewe nowadays pronounces borrowed words from Twi 
with /p/, pi has already teen quoted; in the 
light of this, a correspondence Ewe: kpa, scrape S 
Twi; pa, cannot be dismissed Immediately as an 
example of loaning.
Evidence which seems to fall more prola bly under (1) 
is, for example^ certain resemblances between the pro­
nominal prefixes of the languages of all groups, but the 
sound changes involved are not sufficiently corroborated 
elsewhere in the lexicon.
Evidence which seems to fall more probably under (2), 
is the example: Twi: k 5 Ewe: kp, in a few cases, A
further example of this correspondence occurs in the 
numeral for 1,000 which seems common to all languages; 
here the special nature of the word in question renders 
a hypothesis of diffusion more plausible.
1*3.
The numeral systems of all six languages show traces of possible
diffusion: cf. the words for 1,000 already mentioned and for example 
iteration in Groups C 4 D and 3.
Ga - Adangme si/Ji ~ Ewe si,
andl the traces of earlier gexfaL dyafcems in the nu/Yierals df GroupsCtDand £-
The question is not pursued further in this papar since obviously 
to decide s&tegorically between (1) and (2) demands Ideally a speolal 
type of historical knowledge that does not exist for these languages 
or, at least, a detailed consideration of peripheral languages 
beyond the scope of the present study and for whieh material is 
as yet not readily available.
for similar reasons it is not proposed to discuss tne 
peculiarly restricted view held by both Westermann and Greenberg
of the monogenetic implications of their evidence,(I)
i Hi GfifA functionalist view is taken in this papers because of the
meagre and highly dlalectalised nature of any common language
system to be established by such a hypothesis, the interrelation
of the 6 languages is considered an irrelevant ~nd methodologically
improper question.
(1) convergent or reticulate formation ( i.e. polygenesis) are 
not excluded as hypotheses.
6. Conclusions
Briefly to suaaarlse* the following conclusions are reaebod
rUesis
in tbis yapor.
(i) tbat tbs following languages are relatsd in structure 
and vocabulary.
KL - -vf- .» Cr *£? v \ •*% . ' 1 .’* a. >, y -'V. . j K
Twi - Hsiai - Gu&ng 
Ga - Adangms.
i that taass structural and lexical affinitial ara such as 
to suggest an eafclier coamon origin for the languages of 
fcbasgrww each group*
' > r A* •'
(il) that thara ara affinities of Tarloua kinds between tha 
languages of different groups and that thasa afflnltlas 
ara aost probably dua to acculturation and
(ill) tbat it is unnecessary to postulate a coamon source for 
all six languages in order to explain tbea.
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Glossary.
adjunct t a word which defines (modifies,qualifies) 
the primary words of a sentence or phrases 
adnomlnals so define nomlnals, adrerhals 
define verbals.
Jespersen, O* "Philosophy of Grammar", London 
1924, pp.97 ff.
acculturation* "the process of the envelopment or change 
of culture which occurs when one socio-economic 
system Influences another in a thorough-going 
manner".
Jacobs,M and Stern B.J. "Outline of Antropology", 
Cambridge,1947.
caique t "Transposition,solt rlgoureuse solt approximative 
d'un mot (gr. attlklseln = lat. attlclssare), 
d’un systems ( lat. tra-ducere, all. uber-tragen), 
d9une construction (all. Was 1st er fur eln Mann? 
fr. qu9est-ce qua c9est pour un homme?) ". 
Marouseau,J. Lexique de la Termlnologle Lingulstlqvs 
Paris, 1933, p.42.
i f
dyadic* secondary units are dyadic wtesa under analysis 
they are found to oonslst of two sub-units, 
cf, Twi diphthongs , pp.23 ff.
elaboration.linguistic* may be divergent ( i.e. two or
more languages derive from an original language) 
convergent ( i.e. a third language mfcxxxfcm is
produoed from the influence of one language on
another) reticulate ( i.e. both divergent and
convergent in turn).
gemination* doubling of consonant or vowel.
ingresslve * the ingresslve form of verbs in all 6 languages 
expresses motion (to or frmm the speaker) prior 
to the performance of the main action expressed by 
the verbal radical.
lateralization* cf. Sugenle Henderson, "Prosodies in Siamese"
160.
Asia Major, vol l,part 11, 1949, page 191.
lautbllder » I.e. "picture words". These are semi-Interject­
ions of an onomatopoeic nature which may in 
these languages accompany almost any verb to 
describe for example,the noise or manner of the 
action or the effect of the action on the doer 
or the watcher. Tucker calls them "ldeophones", 
see his "The Sastern Sudanlc Languages" pp.312 ff
lenitioni "Pour une consonne, passage de la serle des
fortes a la serle des douces, qul equlvant 
dfordinaire a une sonorlsatlont alnel dans 
le ch&ngement de s en s. "
Marouseau J. op.clt.p.18.
phonaeathetlc habitsi attitudes to and preference for certain
sounds. v./ X  .f O
pieces any segment of the chain of speech, complete
in itself and which Bay serve as an Isolate . 
e.g. in Swe the verbal piece often consists of 
a verb and its concomitant nominal , neither of 
which exists Independently of the other, 
cf. Firth,J.R. "Sounds and Prosdlesf TPS 1948.
prosody! the term"prosodlc feature" etc., is applied in
this thesis to certain properties of the six 
languages which may be regarded as abstractions 
apart from the consonant and vowel systems. XKK 
Consonants and vowels occur in fixed order or 
place! prosodic features are in this sense 
unplaced.
cf. Henderson ,op.olt., Firth, op. clt.
spjrantisatlon! "On designs quelqmefols de ce nom la lenltlon 
“Has langues celtlquea qui consists en ce qu'une 
consonne, augmentant d*aperture, eat affectee 
d'une sorts dfaspiration ou de renforeement 
de souffle, qul fait par example une occlusive 
devlent spirants".
Marouseau J, op. clt., p.18.
topology! consideration of the geographical facts about a 
language from which conclusions can be drawn as 
to its history.
yptlgatlom (yodisation); “S* dlt quelqu.foi. d. la
palatalisation on mouillure qui donna a Si l9 
oreille approximatiyeaant l'impreaaion df\m 
yod ( l9i an fonotion itix da aonanta) ajouta 
apras la conaonne."
Marouzeau, J. op. cit.t p 195. Sea alao 
Handeraon op.oit.p. 191.
lateralization and lablOTolarlzatlon which 
may ba defined aa above reading^S and~w(u) 
respectively for i.
